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New Telephone Company at Nelson Scores Democrats for Long and Dreary but Futile Sum- Senate Agrees to Vote on Root Fellow Prisoners in Joint Letter King and Queen Proceed in State Increase in Farm Values in Ten
Disfranchising Native
mer Session Is the PresAmendment oil Monday
Cuervo It Capitalized
Years Has Been Over
Apologize for Escaped
Through Principal Streets
of Next Week.
People.
ent Prospect.
at $5,000.
Felon.
of the City.
100 Per Cent.
Governor William J. Mills Is expected back in Santa Fe tomorrow
night He has been at Clayton and
meets his son Wilson Mills, at Raton, on his way home from Ann Arbor, Mich., where he has been attending law school.
For the Treasurer.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the sum of $235.92 from
Warden Cleofes Romero of the peni''
tentiary.
4

Blackwell is Appointed.
Governor Mills has appointed C. N.
Blackwell of Colfax county, a member of the board of trustees of the New
Mexico Miners'. Hospital at Raton.
Gone to the Springs.
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena,
has gone to kernes Springs, for several weeks. : His nephew Pancracio
Sena is at Mr. Sena's office every day.
Gone to Lincoln.
Policemen Collier and
Mounted
.

or-

Street are in Lincoln preserving
der in the dispute over the transfer of
the county records to the new court
bouse at Carrizozo.
Mailing Out Copies.
The office force of Territorial Engineer C. D. Miller is busy today sending
out copies of the Good Road newspa-pape- r
which Mr. Miller is editing and
which came out yesterday. The copies
engo to county commissioners and
southwest.
the
gineers throughout
Civil Service Examination.
Announcement of a civil service examination will be held in Santa Fe
r
in this
for the position of
postofflce which pays from $600 to
$1200 a year. The examination will
be held July 28. For furtner iniorma-vr- n
tion applicants should apply to the
secretary of the local civil service
clerk-carrie-

board.
Sheep Dipping Order.
The members of the Sheep Sanitary
Board of which Solomon Luna is president, and Harry F. Lee is secretary,

Special to The New Mexican.

Washington, D. C, June 23. The
senate committee on territories held
its final hearing today on the statehood resolution. Andrews said: "The
separate blue ballot was inserted by
Jones and the Democrats of the house,
and the Republicans had no chance to
contest it." He also said he wanted
the constitution approved as adopted
by 18,000 majority, but it the committee forced the Flood resolution upon
the territory it will be compelled to
accept.
C. A. Spiess and A. B. Fall also
said that they prefer to have the
constitution approved as it was adopted, but if the Flood resolution is forced
upon them they would have to take
it. Spiess and Fall prepared , an
amendment' at the request of the

committee eliminating the separate

blue ballot.
Jones pleaded for five minutes for
the Flood resolution without change
and for the little blue ballot.
Acting Chairman Nelson said: "I
have read with great interest and
much satisfaction, and I an much Impressed with the fairness of the New
Mexico constitution. The convention
made a special effort to protect the
rights of all people and particularly
of the patriotic pioneer Mexican na
tive citizens, while the opposite appear to be the case in Arizona where
the whole intent is to disfranchise the
native Mexican citizens.
.
Reading the Arizona constitution
he said: Tne Mexican citizens can
not be employed upon public works.
three hundred years they redeem- ed the territory from savages, so that
the intelligent Americans might live,
and prosper, but in turn these disfranchise the Mexicans and will not
permit, them to labor on public
works..: The contrast to my mind is
very marked.'
Chairman Smith announced that the
final vote of the committee will be
on Saturday
.

,

have issued an important order rela
tive to the dipping of sheep. This
dipping must commence as soon as
a government inspector enters eacn
section for the purpose of dipping the MANY WOMEN ADDRESS
SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION.
sheep. The order is being mailed to
the sheep owners throughout the territory. Sheep men are strongly urg- They Discussed Methods in the Pried for their own protection to report
mary, Elementary and Junior
the existence of any infection in their
Departments.
districts.
New Company.

Articles of incorporation were filed
in the territorial' Secretary's office
by the Cuervo Telephone Company at
county, naming
Cuervo, Guadalupe
W. B. Terry as statutory agent The
company is incorporated at $5,000,
consisting of 125 shares at $40 each
und begins business with $2,000. The
"incorporators are John H. Easley, 1
share: A. Keeter, 1; George N.
Perkins, 1; W. T. Gragg, 1; W. B.
Terry, 45 shares; S P. Morrison, 1.
Here's a Mystery.
Mystery surrounds the identity of
the owner of a horse and light express wagon found one mile from
under peculiar circumCanoncito
stances. The harness was all tangled
and the wagon was damaged. It is
not known whether this was a runaway or a holdup or, what, 'but the
mounted police have been asked to
investigate. A phone message was
received from Thomas . Hanna from
Lamy telling of the discovery.
Institutes and Summer Schools.'
The first date is the date of opening, the second, the date of closing.
The place at which institute is to ly?
held and the names of instructors and
conductors and their address follow:
Bernalillo
June 5, July 1, Albuquerque; A. B. Stroup, Albuquerque,

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
San Francisco, Calif., June 23.
Women delivered the principal addresses at the morning session of the
International Sunday Schools, convention which was given over to the
beginners, primary and Junior de

partments.
The report of the elementary de
partment was presented by Mrs. Mary
Foster Briner of Chicago International elementary superintendent.
Addresses on suDjects involving tne
elementary classes were made by Mrs.
Maud Junkin Baldwin of Philadelphia,
Mrs. J. W. Barnes of Newark, N. J.,
Mrs. M. Brockaway of Los Angeles;
Miss Helen Plank of Winnipeg, Manitoba; Miss Phoebe A. Curtlss of Co
lumbus, Ohio, and Mrs. A. A. La- '
Mereux of Chicago. "
MILDRED BRIDGES
RESUMES TESTIMONY.
Young Woman Was Most Composed
Person in Court Room During

Sensational Trial.

'

(By Special Leased Wire to TTew Mexican)
Chicago, June 23. Mildred Bridges

resumed her testimony today in the
trial of Evelyn Arthur See, head of
the "Absolute Life" cult, who is
conductor.
'
with abduction.
charged,
Chives May 29, June 10, Hager-ma- n
Miss Bridges appeamd more com; Jno. Vaughan, Agricultural Colposed than on previous days of the
lege, conductor; S. L. Herriott, Dex- trial, and replied to questions in short,
' Lake-wo'
ter, N. M.; Carrie Chiearess,
crisp sentences.
N. M.
in
a simple white
She was garbed
frock and white hat and seemed to be
ton; C. M. Light,: Silver City, conduc- the coolest person in the crowded
tor; J. H. Wagner, Las Cruces, in-- : court room.
structor; Mrs. Dyer, Raton, N. M.,
Counsel for See examined Miss
Bridges with a view to bringing out
Curry July 3 July 29, Clovis; J. H. that her father had shown little conVaughan, Agricultural College, conduc- cern for her at times, and that while
ted ; W. L. Bishop, Artesla, N. M., in- Mr. Bridges was on a trip to the P
structor; y. L. Griffin, Clovis, Instruc clfic coast he had neglected his daugh- tor; L. C. Mersf elder, Clovis, instruc-- ; ter.
tor.
Dona Ana August 21, Sept. 2, Las StStStStStSSStStXStStSlJtSJt
Cruces; J. H. Wagner, Las Cruces, X SANTA FE COUNTY
.

v

conductor.
s Eddv
August 14. August 26. Carls
bad; J. H. Vaughan, Agricultural College, conductor; W. A, Poor,. Carlsc
bad, instructor.
flnailnliine
Aneiiot 17 Aueust 12
Santa Rosa; Mrs. Nora Brumback, Albuquerque, conductor ; Mrs. Alexia
CoroneL Raton, instructor.
with Normal
Grant (combined
school, summer session), May 29, July
22nd.
Lincoln June 6, July 7, Carrizozo;
Mrs. Geo. Dixon, El Rlto, conductor;
Maude Hancock, Santa Fe, instructor.
Luna Augst 21, Sept. 2, Dealing; J.
F. Doderer, Demlng.
.
McKJnley May 29, June 10, Gallup;
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Special to the New Mexican.
Glorieta, June 23. A horse
and wagon were brought in today from the old coke ovens
:' half way between
Lamy and
morieta. The wagon was turn-.-,
ed upside down and cooking
utensils wer scattered along
the road for some distance. A
fire nearby seem- smouldering
ed to ' mark a camping place. No traces of any person was'
found near the spot.
The
horse was taken to the ranch
of T. W. Hanna near Lamy. It
is either, a runaway or murder
mystery and officers are work- '
ing on the case.
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 23. Chairman Penrose, of the Cenate committee
on finance, said today that the Canadian reciprocity bill will not fail by
reasqn of the lack of cohesion in the
coalition between Insurgent Republi
cans and the
Democrats, which
in
paced the reguar
Repubicansthe minority, Speaking of that
coalition, he said: "It is a rope of
sand, and it will not hold. The performance of the Insurgents, and Dem-crat-s
on Wednesday was effective
for the time, but the difference between the two elements are so radical that the combination will not continue, and if the purpose of it was to
donate Canadian reciprocity it will
fail.
"With the tariff question dumped
into the Senate in connection with
reciprocity, delay is to be expected,
but in the end reciprocity will go
through and it then will remain to be
seen what shall be done with the tariff bills now before the Senate and
those yet to be presented."
The outlook in the Senate is for
a long and somewhat dreary period
of debate, with no visible prospects
of relief. Under present conditions,
with no party in control, and no leadership recognized, no one can say
in advance what is going to happen.
Even Democrats and Insurgents
-

.

.

agree that the probabilities are favorable to the success of the reciprocity
bill, and a majority of the Democrats
are now unquestionably opposed to
any amendment of it. There is a bare
possibility of agreeing on the La
tariff amendments, but in the face of the certainty that the president will take a positive position against all amendments
is extremely doubtful
whether any
rider can be placed upon the bill.

(By Special Leased Wire tft Now Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 2:. Dele-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican;
CorvalHs, Oregon. June- - 2.1!. The
gate Cameron of Arizona today re- j capture of a felony convict, highway
quested the Senate committee on ter- robber and brd man by a po a posse
headed by the governor of a state,
ritories to amend the Arizona, consti- who
the
felt morally bound to
tution by eliminating the provision for
prisoner because of a misplaced con
the recalf'of judges.
fidence concluded a chase which endHe based his request on the opposi- ed in the apprehension of Jesse Hall
tion of the president to this feature near Blodgett, late yesternay.
of the constitution and said he feared
Governor Oswald West,
of this
its retention ultimately would defeat stale, has taken great interest in the
.
reformation of criminals and recently
statehood.
established the custom of taking the
Vote on Root Amendment.
Washington, D. C. June 33. The parole of penitentiary convicts and
Senate agreed today to vote next Mon- garbing them like ordinary workmen
day on the Root amendment to the' to lend them out to do road work.
The plan worked well until a few
wood pulp and paper schedule of the
days ago when .less Hall, in prison
Canadian reciprocity bill.
for highway robbery, broke his parole
and took French leave.
Hall's fellow companions, in a let
THOUSAND
ter to the governor, apologized for
Hall's act, and begged the governor
not to discard the scheme without a
e

--

TURKS

further trial.
"Jesus was betrayed," the letter
read, "By Judas Isoariot, one of the
apostles, but the entire twelve were
condemned because of his act."
Slaughter of Mili-tar- y notGovernor
West took the leadreship
Column by Rebelfor
of one of the posses searching
Hall. After an all day pursuit yester
lious Arabs
day, he ran upon Hall, peacefully
road.
asleep alongside a
he.
before
was
man
bad
The
captured
RAN
LIKE
WATER
was fairly awake.
Asked by the governor on the
a

ARE DEAD

Terrific

BLOOD

.

way-bac-

to Salem why he had broken his
to
parole, Hall replied: "I wanted
see my old mother and twenty years
was a long time to wait."
Hall's mother lives at Waklport,
Oregon.

Fighting at Such Close Range
That 500 Suffer from
Dagger Wounds.

(By Special Leased Wire to TCew Mexican)
Hode-Idah- ,
Arabia, June 1", via
Aden, June 23. Rebels in great force TORNADO

today surprised and cut up a Turkish
column commanded by Mahomed All
Pasha, outside Gheesan, a town on
the Red Sea, about 100 roj'es north, of

'

Hode-Tda-

over-ridin-

g

'

.

aides-decam- p

rear.

Seats for many thousands had been
DEVASTATES
SEAPORT OF IQUIQUE. erected along this long route, and the
progress of the king and queen was
Hundred Loaded Lighters Were Sunk indeed a royal one. Everywhere they
received an uproarous welcome from
in Harbor and Roofs Were
the visitors in the hotels, trom the
Blown From Buildings.
(By Special Leased Wire io New Mexican) stands of Picadilly, Trafalgar Square,
Iquique, Chili, June 23. A tornado, and the Strand; from the business
accompanied by rain and a high tem- men of London
proper, who had
perature struck this place today. A brought their wives and children to
hundred loaded lighters were sunk in the city for this day, and again from
the harbor and ships were stripped their majesty's humbler subjects
of their masts.
south of the river.
In the city, roofs, were blown from
For picturesqueness the Indian sec
A panic was caused tion could not be excelled
some buildings.
any where
and many persons Tere injured. Rain in the world. The Indian cavalry in
rarely falls here.
the most gorgeous silken uniforms
The Italian ship Cavaliere Ciampa and
turbans, wearing medals won on
was sunk.
Telegraph poles were the field of battle, preceded the cartorn down. It is feared that consid- Inriages in which were the
erable damage has been done at the dian princes and potentates.ruling
nitrate fields in the interior.
The latter were fairly weighted
The last tornado preceding this was down with
jewels of enormous value.
1891.
in
experienced

RIOTOUS SCENES IN
A thousand Turkish soldiers were
ILLINOIS LEGISLATURE. killed. Mahomed Ali Pasha is
missing.
was so desperate and
The
Administration Water Way Measure at such fighting
close quarters that 500 Turk
Defeated in the House Amidst
ish fugitives are suffering from dag
Turmoil.
ger wounds.
The survivors fled in disorder to
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Gheesan, pursued by the rebels. The
Springfield, Ills., June 23. Speaker Turkish
gunboat Stuebbe, intending
Adkins wielded the eavel to the ie- to shell the Arabs, shelled Gheesan
feat of the administration's waterway
instead, killing or wounding several
Din in the house today.
of the soldiers.
hundreds
Riotous scenes
followed but the
The rebels captured four big guns,
lack of a floor leader keDt the wafer- two Maxims, two thousand rifles and
ways adherents from
the a quantity of ammunition and ultis
j
speaker ruling.
The records show that the bill was mately retired.
j
In Perpetual Revolt.
defeated by a vote of 75 ayes to
rebellious
which
near
Gheesan,
50 nayes.
Arabs routed the Turkish troops, is
Representative Leavitt announced
of ARCHBISHOP URGES
that he voted in the affirmative but a seaport of the Turkish Vilayet Ye
PRAYERS FOR RAIN
Arabia.
in
Yemen
southwestern
he is recorded against1 the measure.
men is a mountainous district whose
Representative W. E. Anderson In.
in stock; Crops in Missouri, Iowa, the Dakotas,
sists that he voted in the affirmative people are engaged chiefly
Are Being Destroyed By the
continualmost
are
who
and
raising
but is not recorded.
Drouth.
auTurkish
in
revolt against
ously
These two votes would-'haveiven
the north is the Vilayet
To
thority.
the bill the constitutional majority of
to New Mexican)
of Ascir or Assyr, the capital of which (By Special Leased Wire
seventy-sevevotes necessary to its
St. Louis, Mo., June 2". Archbishop
Abha, was recently captured by retopassage.
bellious Arabs who made prisoners Glennon in an official letter read
of the Turkish garrison composed of day before 140 priests of the arch
diocese of St. Louis, requested the
IRISH PUGILIST NOW IS
.'.
3,000 men.
clergy to include in their daily mass
WHITE MAN'S HOPE
a prayer for rain.
JAPANESE ADD BIG
The drouth is burning up crops in
Bob Vernon, Bosom Friend of JefSTEAMER TO LINE.
Missouri, Iowa, the Dakotas and other
fries, Sails to Europe, to Bring
Over the Prodigy,
Will Ply Between Kobe and San Fran- states west of the Mississippi.
cisco After August 21 at Speed
STRIKE OF BRITISH SEAMEN
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
of 21 Knots.
HAS BEEN TERMINATED.
New York, June 23.
Bob Vernon, (By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
bosom friend of Jim Jeffries has hit
San Francisco, June 23. The anthe war frail for,; JacK Johnson's nouncement has just been made that Employes of White Star Line Accept
Terms Offered By Their
scalp. Vernon will sail for Ireland on Toyo Risen Kalsha, the imperial JapCompany.
July 1, in the hope of securing '" a anese and United States mail line, op"white hope" to wrest the crown from erating a fleet of steamers between
the present champion. Vernon has San Francisco and the Orient, will (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican )
some enthusiastic reports put its fifth liner into commission
received
Southampton, June 23. The strike
of a Hibernian giant, 24 years of age, in August, sailing from Kobe on the of seaman which has seriously in
6 feet 3 inches in height and 245 26th of that month and arriving in convenienced many
shipping lines,
was ended today when the employes
pounds weight, who is now in Dublin. San Francisco on September 14.
If he can be induced to come, Ver
The new steamer is the "Shinyo of the White Star line accepted tlw
non will return with him to America Maru." She has a tonnage of 21,000 terms of the company and returned to
vork. The other lines had already
and match him against the Nbest and a speed of 21 knots an hour.
compromised with the strikers.
heaviest weights with a view to' a
match with Johnson.
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
HEAT AND HUMIDITY
Vernon will pay all the Irishman's
KNAEBEL ARRIVES MONDAY.
KILL OFF CHICAGOANS.
expenses till the latter proves his
A telegram was sent to Hon. Ernest
class.
Knaebel, assistant attorney general
of the United States, telling him of Three Persons Die and Scores Were
Prostrated by Temperature
the serious illness of his father,
PARTY OF SIX LOST
of 95 Degrees.
.
IN SALT LAKE STORM. Judge John H. Knaebel at St. Vincent's Sanitarium. After much trouLeased Wire to New Mexican)
President Joseph Nelson and Five ble, the assistant attorney general (By Special
June 23. Three persons
Chicago,
He
Maine.'
was
at
Portland,
located
Nephews and Nieces Not Heard
a
died
were prostrated here
score
and
will
he
that
here
has wired friends
From Since Yesterday.
s
a result of the hot weather,
start at once for Santa Fe and will today-aalthough the government thermome(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican) likely arrive here Monday.
ter
remains
condition
registered a fraction under 95 deKnaebel's
Judge
Salt Lake City, Utah, June 23.
He is ' con- grees at noon. The suffering was due
There is much anxiety In this city practically' unchanged.
over the failure of any news from a scious but is unable to speak, and it in the main to excessive humidity.
recover.
party of six which went out in a gas is not thought he will
SANTA FE HAS $400,000
oline launch on Great Salt Lake yesFIRE AT BARSTOW.
"
"
S X S X x X X X X
terday forenoon.
X
The party consisted of Joseph Nel- X SANTA FE MAILED
OVER 4,000 CARDS. X Round and Store Houses, Foreman'!
son, president of the Salt Air Beach X
Office and Sixteen Locomotives
E. C. Burke X
X
Postmaster
Company and five of his nephews and
to dav that he estimates X
stated
Destroyed.
nieces. They started 'on an excursion
X (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
to Bird Island, a distance ot some 30 X- that more than 4,000 post
Barstow, Calif.," June 23. The big
X cards, advertising this city and
miles.During the afternoon a sud- X
were mailed at the X frame building, housing the Santa Fe
territory
den storm came up on the lake.' It X 'local
postJofRce yestqrflay )n X round house, store house, and foreis possible that the launch took shelX man's office, was burned at 4 o'clock
X compliance with the governor's
'
ter on some island or was disabled. X
request to observe "Post Card X this morning. Sixteen locomotives
The party should have returned at 8 X
"
X were reduced to Junk and the loss is
f
Day."
o'clock last night.
estimated at $400,000.
, v
X X X X X X X X X X X X
i

(By Special tas'-- Wire to New Mexican)
London, June 23. King George and
Queen Mary today showed themselves
to the masses as distinct from the
more favored classes who are able to
obtain access to the circumscribod
area of yesterday's pageant.
Today's procession was on an even
grander scalle than that of the coronation. The route was more extend
ed, including a circuit of some of the
most populous districts of the capital,
the crowds that loosed on were corre
spondingly greater, and their majesties were accompanied by a large escort.
Between the lines ot cheering thou
sands, the royal party made stately
progress from Buckingham Palace by
way of the constitutional Hill, Pica- dilly Trafalgar Square, through the
city, over London bridge, by Borough
thus
road,- end Westminster, Bridge
making a complete circuit
The pageant included four full
squads of cavalry representing all
branches of that arm of the service,
life guards, dragoons, hussars, and
lancers, each accompanied by its own
band and a section of horse artillery.
These were followed by all the naon
val and military
duty, the war office staff, deputations
of foreign officers, the royal suite, the
members of the royal family and the
foreign prince, and the colonial and
Indian escorts, who immediately preceded the state carriage.
In the royal equipage with the king
and queen rode Field Marshal Kitchener and the bearer of the royal stan'
dard.
The royal escort brought up the

n

-

Their costumes, including turbans and
tunies, were of every imaginable hue.
They received a hearty reception at
which they were visibly pleased.
A drizzling rain fell as the royal
carriage drawn by eight cream colored steeds slowly came up Constitution Hill, but it did not dampen the
enthusiasm of the crowds, who were
there to give the sovereigns their first
welcome since coronation day.
TRUST, MAGNATE
COMMITS SUICIDE.
Captain D. H. Jarvis, Former Head
of the Guggenheim Interests
Shoots Himself.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

Seattle, Wash., June 23. Captain
Jarvis, vice president of the
Booth Fisheries Company, and formerly head of the Guggenheim interests in Washington and Alaska, shot
and killed himself in the Arch club
shortly tfefore noon.
D. H.

FRENCH

CABINET HAS
DECIDED TO RESIGN.

Government Was Defeated in Cham-- ber of Deputies on Question of
Army Command.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Paris. June 23. The governmentwas defeated in the chamber of deputies today on a question relative tn
the supreme command of the army in
case of war. As a conseauence. the
cabinet has decided to resign.

.

XX

ARCHBISHOP PITAVAL IS
JS
NOW IN FRANCE.
N
A representative of the New SS
Mexican received today a card SS
from Archbishop J. B. Pitaval $S
of Santa Fe stating that he had S8
en audience with the pope on SS
Thursday, June 8, and expect- - X
ed to have another on June 9;
that he is in good health and &
wishes to be remembered to X
his friends here. Colonel Jose X
-

D.

Venice and back through Ver- ona into France, and now is
probably at his' old home in
Lyon, In the Rhone province.

-
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Sena also received a card S

from His Grace stating that he
misses the fine climate of San- ta Fe.
The archbishop , went from
Rome to Florence and then

.
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Washington. D. C, June 22. Acting
Census Director Faulkm r issued
the first official statement from
j the
Census Bureau relative to the
j statistics
of irrigation in the Terri
tory of New Mexico.
It is based on a preliminary comparative sumary submitted bv Dr. Le
Grand Powers, chief statistician of
tne division of agriculture in the Bureau of the Census, under whoso supervision it was prepared by It. P.
Teele. special agent in charge of irrigation. This summary shows for
both 1909 and 1S99 the number of
farms irrigated, the acreage irrigated, the acreage which existing enter'
prises are capable of supplying and
the acreage included in existing projects, the number of independent enterprises, the length of main ditches,
the total cost of irrigating systems,
the average fost per acre irrigated,
and the average annual cost of maintenance. It. shows also, for, the year
1909, length of lateral ditches, number of reservoirs, capacity of reservoirs, number of flowing wells, number of wells pumped for irrigation,
number of pumping plants, engine
capacity of pumping plants, and acreage irrigated with pumped water. The
acreage irrigated is classified by the
type of enterprise supplying' water
and by the source of water supply.
The act of Congress of February
25, 1910, under which the census of
irrigation is being taken, provides for
collecting full information concerning
the location, character and cost of irrigation enterprises under national,
j

y

j

"t

I- -

r

v'l

state, or private control; the acreage
of land irrigated; the price at which
land with water right can be obtained
and the quantity of water used for
irrigation.
It should be noted that these figures
are subject to revision, after more
complete tabulation, but it Is not expected that, there will be any material
modification of the totals or percentages reported.
Acreage,

Equipment,

and Cost.

The total number

of farms irrigated in 1909 was 11,399, against 7.844
in 1S89, an increase of 3,515, or 44.5

Within the same period
per cent.
the number of farms in the territory
increased 1S4.G per cent. The per
cent of the number of farms irrigated
in 1909 was 32.5, while in 1899 it was
64.1. showing that the number of dry
farms have increased much more
rapidly than the number of irrigated

,

farms.

The total acreage irrigated in 1909
was 459,114 acres, against 203.893
acres in 1899, an increase of 253,221
acres or 125.2 per cent. During the
same period the improved land
in
farms Increased 347.7 per cent, indicating again the more rapid growth
of dry farming. In 1909 the per cent
of improved land irrigated was 44,
while in 1899 it was 62.4. ...
The total acreage which all enterprises were capable of supplying wijh
water in 1909 was 645.B30 acres, an ,
excess of 18(5.416 acres over the area
irrigated in 1S99. showing a considerable area available for extension without the construction of new works.
The acreage reported under ditch in
1899 was 646,784 acres, which
was
1.254 acres more than the area which
all enterprises were capable of sup- -'
plying in 1910. These items are not
exactly comparable as lands under
ditches whose water supply was short
in 1910 were not included
in the
figures for that year.
The acreage included in all prounder
jects completed or actually
construction in 1910 was 1,104,676
acres, an excess of 645,262 acres over
the acreage irrigated in 1909.
The number of independent enterprises was 2.7S0 in 1909 and 973 tn
1899, an increase of 1,805, or 185.1
This is a higher rate of
per cent.
increase than that in the acreage irrigated, showing a smaller acreage
per enterprise. This Is due to the
great increase in the number of flowing and pumped wells, each of which
waters only a small acreage.
The
length of main ditches was 4,609 miles
in 1909 and 2,382 miles In 1899, an
increase of 92.5 per cent. This increase is smaller than that in the
acreage irrigated showing that the
newer enterprises are larger than
the older ones.
The total cost of irrigation systems
to July 1, 1910 was reported as $9,019,- '
908, as against $4,140,319 in 1899, an
increase of $4,879,589, or 117.9 per
cent.
The average cost per acre of irrigation systems in 1910 was $13.97, as
compared with $6.40 in 1899, an increase of 118.3 per cent.' Too much
weight should not be given to these
of construction,' as
figures of cost
more than 60 per cent of the land
Is watered by community
ditches,
many of which have been in use for
more than 'a century and the cost
given is based on .estimates by the
owners or by the special agen's of the
Bureau of the Census, and undoubted
ly includes much that should be ex- - "'
eluded in maintenance.
It Is un- ,

'

(Continued

on page seven.)
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RESOLUTION.
I'll just start forth today to try
To liush some fault of mine away,
To be a better man than I
Was when I started yesterday.
A

The Little Store

I'll just
More
To

start forth to try to be
gracious than I ever was

fore,
light some

be-

Ralph knocked her down when she re
monstrated.
Magistrate Gavin, how
ever found, that she too was so drunk
that she could not stand up, and dismissed the case.

i

FLASHES

EDITORIAL

saddened face with

any good. In a short time the results of the page announcement began to be felt. Orders for the Ledger
poured in until the entire edition was
exhausted and another printed. The
success of the Ledger was then established. Ever after that Mr. Bonnef
was an ardent believer in advertising and a liberal purchaser of space.
Publisher's Auxiliary.

23,

1911.

it
Established

Incorporated

1856.

1903

JUST RECEIVED

Reaulation Does Not Reaulate.
The Chieftain believes in the strict
The nearest we saw to the observ enforcement of the saioon license
more.
DENVER BREAD
ance o Flag Day in springer weu- - law and every reputable saloon keeper
the same thine. About the
I'll lust start forth to try to find
nesday was an old red shirt, a Dine
,
establishment that
most
disreputable
white
a
pet
and
bandana
hankerchief
The things that please,. the things
I
tne
is
infest
can
a
community
on
any
the
breeze
ticoat floating with
that cheer:
They exist
wire clothesline.
,Ve didn't even "hiind nie"
To be more patient and more kind,
hear a firecracker. Gee, but we did only by the consent of city officials
To try to keep my vision clear.
have a fine rain, though. Colfax and these official consent only
of the opportunity of graft afCounty Stockman.
Hand-Mad- e
I'll just start forth today to try
forded
thereby. The "blind pig" pays
To make my worth, my merits plain
it
to
What
no
the
license
fee
city.
Said.
What the New Mexican
And, if I fail, tomorrow I,
mat-- :
The traeedv enacted in Old Albu pays to certain officials is but a
Undaunted, will attempt again.
,
of guess.
Pueblo is cursed witn
ter
a
when
Recordr
querque yesterday
S. E. Kiseq, in Chicago
where
liquors
"blind
and
places
is
pigs"
his
killed
sister,
old boy shot and
Herald.
one
another erim reminder that loaded are sold that do not contribute
of
for
the
to
cent
privilege
the
of
home
city
Also
guns have no business in any
This is alike an outrage up
and children of tender years have no selline.
saloon
v
Huiinniii i
busines with guns of any kind or de on the city and the legitimate
Stocks, Dutch Collars,'
Ladies' Neckwear,
wuu
flllUUIlU I ML. UiniL.
commies
The
latter
keener
com01
tne
The
sympatny
scription.
No.
40.
Fe.
his
Telephone
of the law, pays
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa
munity is with the parents who have the requirements
.
Bows,
an uruei-l-y
been visited with a terrible calamity. license and tries to conauci
Crushed Under Tons of Coal.
PURCHASES.
by
be
CASH
should
ALL
He
protected
it
TICKETS WITH
place.
An Ttalian was crushed to death
GIVE REGISTER
WE
Albuquerque Herald.
the city from competition from
under tons of coal in the mine at Van
ONE
SPECIAL
LINES
ABOVE
THE
busi
same
who conduct the
Can't Be Regulated.
Houten, Colfax county.
and in a way
IHUllUdy,
WEEK, ONLY, BEGINNING
T. Paso is entitled to 80 saloons ness without license N
There
Ten Boys Arrested.
under the state law and there are dangerous to the community.
excuse for their existence, save,
Tpn boys were arrested at Raton more than 100 here. The authorities is no
as a means of
fnr thrnwine eravel from a bridge on have gone right on licensing new sa- as before suggested,
and
peculation.
beneath.
law's
prohibitof
the
graft
to a Santa Fe train passing
loons regardless
That the neoDle of Pueblo may be
A great deal of trouble might
ion.
Public Fountain Given.
have heen Raved to the authorities advised as to conditions in this city,;
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
The Aeua Pura Company at Las also to the saloon men if the law had The Chieftain wishes to say that tne
No. 36
CAKES Vegas, has erected a public sanitary been rigidly applied in the tirst place. number of United States government
O. Box 219
while
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS
fountain at the corner of Douglas and Tn limit strictlv the number of sa licenses held in Pueblo is 210,
the
Seventh streets, East Las Vegas.
loons in any place according to the the number of licenses granted by saThe latter covers
10 city is 130.
ways
of
best
the
one
is
population
and wholesale
Forger Arrested.
promote temperance and good order. loons, drug stores,
difference is
The
Ralicense
houses.
to
at
arrested
was
liquor
continue
Juan Gabaldon
Authorities who
ton on a charge of forgery by Special saloons in excess of the' legal allow- that Uncle Sam has licensed eighty
officer .T. R. Galusha of the Santa Fe ance have no valid excuse and their more persons to sell liquor within the
was taken to Pueblo, Colorado, for violation of law is serious enough to corporate limits of the city than the
BLACK
and
191
PHONE
The eighty are engaged
merit exemplary punishment El Paso city has.
hearing.
in the liquor traffic without paying a
Herald.
penny to the city for the privilege.
Uncle Sam to Tax Autos.
to say the least,
This condition,
Senator Simmons of North CaroThe Pulpit and Politics.
in- shows dereliction in duty on the part
a
a
strong
introduced
has
a
undoubtedly
is
There
Democrat,
lina,
If the lawless
bill in congress to tax automobiles, clination among the masses of the of our city officials.
In the
to
allowed
be
to
spell
are
engage
to
the
the proceeds to go toward building people to get back
out Tn business, why should not the city
see
crop
it
will
for
and
purposes.
roads
you
postal
good
religion,
you
the lawful revenue therefrom?
some unexpected places. For example
not
cnum,
Is
it
strange that officials sworn
old
college
note
Baseball Player Drunk.
my
that
I
to
and uphold the law win
enforce
New
Fe
with
Santa
the
who
had
of
Paul Walter
played
Walter Lent,
to exist?
ho Marnnns at Las Vegas, was ar Mexican, has been thinking about it. permit such a state of affairs
rested for imbibing too freely and Paul's thinks are not usually direct
The Temperature The temperature
was given ten days in jail to get over ed that way. - They usually emnrace
yesterday ranged from 52 to 77 dehis spell.
party matters, and as regularly
having been
evolve things about the climate of grees, the maximum
m. The average
Monument to St. Vrain.
Santa Fe, after which the rest of the reached at 4:20 p.
charge. relative humidity was 48 per cent.
At Fort. St.. Vrain. Colorado, today, torritnrv is boosted free of
fore
a monument to Ceran St. Vrain of Normally he is much of a Puritan In Yesterday was clear during the atter-nooYou
the
makes
noon
in
and
to
cloudy
what
unveiled
was
is
partly
That
matters.
New
Mexico,
Mora,
religious
m
with showers in the distance.
for
day by the Daughters of the Ameri- the following sound all tne louuer
Register-Tribuncan Revolution.
the stilly night. Roswell
State of Ohio, City of Toledo.
Another Suit for Divorce at Las Vegas
Lucas county. ss.
QORMLEY,
FRANK
At.
a Tremendous Success.
Vesas. Mrs. Mabel A. L.in- Frank .T. Cheney makes oath that ne
Card Day has been a record is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Black 6619
demann has filed suit for divorce from
Phone
M.
N.
Santa Fe,
It Cheney & Co., doing Dusmeas in me
her husband, Fred Lindemann. She breaking, an incredible success.
asks $45 a month alimony and tne has been a ten strike. It nas Deen City of Toledo, County and State aforei
COME TO SEE US AND WE WILL SHOW YOU MANY CAMP
custody of her minor son.
the biggest thing ever pulled oft in said, and that said arm will pay the
NECESSITIES.
'
iuo
nas
evoiieu
New Mexico and
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLAHS ior
HAVE YOU A STRONG KNIFE, A POCKET AXE OR WATER-PROOTexas Gets Another Slice.
irroatpst nntnut of popular, boosting each and pverv case of Catarrh that
MATCHBOX?
TraR will eet from sixty to sev patriotic enthusiasm ever een in this cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
BUY YOUR OWN GUN AND THINGS; DON'T BORROW.
enty feet this side of the New Mexi- territory. The governor anu m Catarrh Cure.
OUR LINE OF OUTING HARDWARE WILL MAKE YOU HAVE
co hnnndarv accordine to the survey
nf immleration and its secre
Fn ANK .T. CHENEY.
A BULYY FINE TIME.
commis
the
federal
comDleted
the
had
subscribed
who
inspiration
men
iust
by
Sworn to before me and
tary, the
sion. the data of which are Demg and engineered the coup are 10 us in my presence, this 6th day of Decem
of
Wood-Davi- s
carefully checked up.
congratulated; as is every citizen
ber, A D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
New Mexico in rallying so nomy w
Phone 14
If Its Hardware We Have It.
infantile Paralysis at Las Cruces.
Phone 14.
sound the "Call to New Mexico." It (Seal)
Notary Public,
Two pases of small tiox. three cases is too soon this morning to estimate
wail's Pntarrh Pure is taken Intern
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
nf scarlet fever, one case of measles exactly how big a stunt "Post Card ally and acts directly on the blood and
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package and one case of the dread infantile Day" has been; but it has been a mucous surfaces of the system. Sena
4LFALFA SEED.
paralysis are under quarantine at wonder. It cannot help Dnngms fnr tpsttmniilals free.
house in Santa Fe
real and tangible results
Las Cruces.
The only exclusive
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Snlri hv nil druecdsts. 75C.
for the benefit of the Land of Sun
AND
Poor Farm Bonds Carry.
shine. Albuquerque Journal.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
The uroriosition to vote $30,000 for
RATON
pation.
the establishment of a poor farm and
A Vivid Contrast.
YANKEEg
Phone Black hospital in El Paso county, iexas, The contrast between those wild
Phone Black
CERRILLOS
only
bi
carried by
majority, although
and wooly days and the staid and
of
on
H.
strikTuesday
a few votes were cast,
peaceful time of today Is indeed
effectAnthracite Co'al all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
this week.
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
ing, and could only have been
for
to
call
in
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
be
will
we
public
glad
Phone
us,
ed by a tremendous change
Motor Cyclist Beheaded.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Is no longer to De ac- your laundry on Monday! and TuesIt
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
opinion
Near A.
Depot.
Georee Hieeins was beheaded at counted the fashion for a competence days and deliver on Thuredayg and
85
wire
Telephone 85
Colby, Kansas, by a barbed
Telephone
;
hurridly depart, only at Fridays.
stretched across a country road. He the flicker of a playing card, or a All work Is guaranteed; your socks
was going at high speed on a motor steady and industrious ton aunougn are mended and buttons sewed en
as the heyday your shirts without extra charge.
of cycle when he ran into the oDstruc not aa
hundreds
have
ten
months.
They
Chickering Bros.
times rampant in the gambler's age PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
satisfied customers in New Mexico tion.
Lane.
and
Bush
are much more to be aesirea. ine
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
and Arizona
A letter, a telearam or a telephone
Saloonkeeper and
plaint of business men that saioon3
A saloonkeeper named Jose Del hrinir hiisinPRs falls hollowly to the
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano Frate, Lizzie McGrath and Blanche Igtound, while such mqn watch in
andRMcLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Steel were fined $10 and costs each sorrow tneir youug Biases.
buvers that the firm of Learnard-Li- n
DAY AND NIGHT.
OPEN
drinkmonster's
for
bear-eyeat
yesterday
hungry
Albuquerque
meet
that
into
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
every customer
Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan deman Co. will
.
m
... Jf n
rear of a saloon. The Mc maw. Carlsbad enters upon tnat new
in
the
.4
in
ing
more
half
way
than
making
and
Restaurant
many
Interior Player Pianos,
ana one or me finest orcnaras on me
La Salle
lesuque ai a Bargain.
Grath woman shouted: "It is the era with glowing hopes of future
nd
a
sat
a
of
i
simple
piano
purchase
other makes.
in my life that I was ever .rroatnoss and with no manacles of
This firm has purchased over siM isfactory business transaction, not on first timewhen I wasn't drunk."
CHAS. G ANN, Prop.
Modern Residences for Rent.
arrested
vice to chain her deep in the mire of
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Telephone 11.
Carlsbad
Argus.
degradation.
LRARNARD-LINDEMANCO.
Five Held for Burglary.
N
Success By Accioentai Aavemsmg. rwo Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
103
Miranda was given two
Francisco
A mistake does not necessarily spell
1900
N.
Established
M.
25 Cents
Meals
::
Regular
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque,
Ave.
a
thing
There is such
years in the penitentiary yesterday at misfortune.
Short Order at all Hours
SANTA FE OFFICE WITHSANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
El Paso for burglary. Estevan Griego dc fnrtnTinto mistakes. One of the
BOARD BY THE WEEK $&00
was placed on trial for burglary. Car best known relates to Robert Bonner,
los Contreras, Rafael Vulanueva ana publisher of the New York ueag?r, Preach Noodle Order 20c. a dish
Estevan Romero were arrested for which for many years was owned by
New York Chop Buey SOc.
"When
James
the Bonner
family.
burglary.
Gordon Bennett the elder, was editor
nf thP Hpraid Mr. Bonner was strugFifteen Marriage Licenses.
de
and
ishis
were
Ledger
Fifteen marriage licenses
jgling to build up
sued at Las Vegas this month thus cided to try a little aaverusiug.
far. Yesterday, Tomas Apodaca, aged wrote an announcement consisting of
Southworth's
49, and Locaria Sandoval, aged is, eight words,. "Read Mrs.
both of "Watrous; and Daniel Mondra-gon- , New Story in the Ledger," and sent it
and
Sp&Sto
one
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut
For
aged 19, and Pasquelita Mar- to the Herald marked ior was soline.
7? mine run coal
bad
of building
tinez, aged 17, both of Casa Grande, Mr. Bonner's handwriting
mm
that the words were read in the Herwere given licenses to marry.
ald office as "one page." According Basket leaves Monday and Tuestey
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
Drank Beer With Two Women.
ly the line was sat up ana repeatea "mias Thursday an Friday.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Ralnh Maure Was arrested at D" so a.s to occupy an entire rage. Mr.
'Y . AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
ver yesterday for assault and bat- Honnor was thunderstruck the next
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
wfctS. F. O. BROWN. AGENT
tery, the charge being preferred by morning. He had not to tohis name
pay the
his wife Margaret who saw him with foncy enough in the bank
ted No. 23 Phone Red No. N
two women drinking beer and then bill. He rushed excitedly over to the
to do
hugging them. Margaret claimed tha Herald office, but wa too late

A Full and Complete Line of

srlee.

To make

"The Best

some doubter hope once

ORIENTAL

Know In Every Loaf"

Real Hand Crochet Goods

TRY IT

Genuine Armenian

Center Pieces, Doillies,Orn a mental carfs

GROCERY

WINTER

GO

Etc. Only house in the city handling these
a new and elegant line
lines.

TnTlllllrllPTITl
nr ioir

Jabots,
Crocheted

j

VLmAv

SELIGIN

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

Innp lOfh

f

BROS. CO.
Phone

P.

LOUIS

s

Etc.

NAPOLEON

Groceries and Delicatessen

When the dry

comes
need

old-tim- e

this summer
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your

When these en
be connected to
gines are not pumping they can
than
any other machine and will run it cheaper
running it by hand power.
can have complete information and price
your work by applying
on an outfit suitable
crops.

to the agent.
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WHOLESALE

1
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RETAIL

Hardware Co.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

grain

4

45

LEO HERSCH

Wood

Screened

45

W.

Lump

KERR

T.8.F.
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Learnard-Lindeman-

V
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F. M. JONES.
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J. CRICHTON

Imperial Laundry
Best Laundry Work

material

FineRtes,RellaMel
Baggies, Surries,

Thone

I
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Palace

LIVERY STABLE

nt

LUMBER & COAL YARD

i

9

CHA5.CL0S50N

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
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Zook's Pharmacy
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not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

213

US
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WITH
.

'
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Your

We offer you only the HIGHEST CLASS OF GOODS whether it be seriously
The quality we uphold. We use
needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
the most careful methods in entering to
pleasure to make every deal a satisfactory one. ANY DRUQ OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE IS RIGHT. : : t t i
HERE, YOU SHOULD EE.
YOU ARE NOT A CUSW-iE- R
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F. S. Rexford, 615 New York Lite
ONE WEAK 8POT.
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had
a severe attack of a cold which setPart and Too Often Its' The Back.
tled In my back and kidneys and I Most Santa Fe People Have a Weak
was in great pain from my trouble.
A friend recommended Foley Kidney
weak spot.
Everyone ha
Pills and I used two btftles of them
Too often its' a bad back.
and they hare done nre'a world of
Twinges follow every sudden twist
For sale by all druggists.
pood."
Dull aching keeps up, day and night
Tells you the kidneys need help
For backache Is really kidney-ache- .
A kidney cure Is what you need.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure Bick kid

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north "bound train and
Taos at 7 n. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered back
teams.

Tblnj

FARE

arrival of
arrives at
any other
and good

Hen to Make

S5.00

Trip

We Have Built Up

neys.
Cure backache and urinary ills.
Santa Fe people recommend the
remedy.
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrlllos St., San
ta Fe, N. M., says: "My faith In
Doan's Kidney Pills is lust as strong
today as when I publicly recommend
ed them in 1902. I was caused much
suffering by backache for three years
and my loins were so painful at times
that It was all I could do to ge around.
Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved
me and I had no return attack of the
trouble for sis months. , At that time
my work brought on a recurrence of
backache. I at once took Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me relief. A
medicine that lives up to the claims
made for it like Doan's Kidney Pills
do, deseVve the strongest endorse-

ment"

For sale by all dealers. Price 60
n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New YorV, sole agents tor the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Forste-Milbur-

NOTICE.

WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and nave every
modern facility for furnishing the

very best rough or dressed

Lumber
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very beet prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your

To whom It may concern.
Stock certificates Nos. 1, 4, 5, 6, 11,
and 27 of the New Mexican Printing
Company having been lost or destroyed, and Stock Certificate No. 45
has been issued in lieu thereof and
Stock Certificates Nos, 1, 4, 5, 6, 11
and 27, have been ordered cancelled
on the stock certificate book of the
company.
By order of the Board of Directors.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

AT

ST. MICHAEL'S

COLLEGE

Oldest Institution for Higher Education of Boys West of the
Missouri. Successful. Year Concluded. Hon. B. M.
Reed Makes Stirring Address to Graduates.
Society, donated by Dr. J. h. Sloan,
won by Manuel
Lujan; second in
merit, Augustin Sisneros.
For Penmanship, donated by Hon.
Frank A. Hubbell; won by Kichard J.
in merit, Benjamin
Kelly; second
Sisneros; third in merit, Apolinar Ur-

Henry E. Kaune.
Manuel Lujan.
Augustin F. Sisneros.
Apolinar Urrutia.
These four young men were the
stellar attractions at the
Annual Commencement of St. Michael's College last night, for they were
the lucky "runners' In the race and
were crowned with wreaths and
cheered by an admiring throng. The
wreaths in question were really parchment, however, or diplomas handed
each of the four students who fondled
tbem with the keen delight of the
,
The exercises were held In Loretto
Hall and were attended by a large
audience which enthusiastically applauded the various numbers on the
Fifty-secon-

d

rutia.
For Music, donated by Parlor Meat
Market, won by Apolinar
Urrutia;
second in merit. Felix Gomez.
For Tyne writing, donated bv Rem-- !
ington Typewriter Co., won by John
Quinlan; second in merit, Apolinar
Urrutia. '
For General Excellence.
Senior
Class, donated by Dr. Harrison, won
by Augustin Sisneros; second in merit

"college-just-graduated-

'.Manuel Lujan.
For General Excellence,
Junior
Class, donated by Francisco Delgado.
won by Fernando Arraljo; second in
merit, Vanceslao Serna.
For General
Second
Excellence,
Commercial Class, donated by Wood
Davis Hardware Co., won by Fred
Golding; second in merit, A. Espionsa.
For General Excellence in First
Academic Class, donated by H. C.
Yontz, won by Lino Gomez; second in
merit, A. Castillo.
For General
Second
Excellence,
Academic, donated by Leo Kerch, won
in
iby Daniel Stephenspn; second
merit, M. Gomez.
For General
Third
Excellence,
Academic Class, donated by H. B.
Cartwright, won by Antonio Candel-ario- ;
second in merit, Eugene Del
gado.

program.

Near the stage sat prominent mem
bers of the clergy and many of the
brothers who evidently had reason to
be pleased at the happy manner in
which the year 1911 was ended at the
college.

The orchestra opened the program
with an overture "Sincerity" and it
was well received.
Then followed a song, "The Rally"
by the college choir, and
voices of the singers aroused more
applause.
The first oration of the program
was by Richard Kelly, whose theme
was "The Fortification of the Panama
He spoke well on this inCanal."
teresting subject and as he closed
his address he was warmly applauded.
well-traine- d

parents of its students and friends of
the college gathered here to honor the
good Brothers with their presence
and to express thtir gratitude to them
and their satisfaction and appreciation of their noble efforts in promoting science, religion and the welfare
of the country uy a christian education, which is the only education

worthy of the name.
At the unveiling of the statute dedicated bythe ahmni of the c .lege to
the memory of our beloved departed
Brother Botulph,
pioneer christian
educator, today, you all heard the address made by the Reverend and
learned Father Jules Deraches and
the addresses of two
of
this college on the founding and history of this institution. In tbem you
were told all about the sufferings,
troubles and sacrifices the good Brothers had to experience; each and all of
them having been men of wonderful
energy, unblemished character, poor
as poverty itself, but of a heroic resolution, of undaunted courage and pur
ity of life. You were also told of the
great good this college has done in
forming the character of the young
men entrusted lo its keepers. A truer
picture could not have been drawn.
We know the value of a good christian education, well know that there
is nothing more pitable than an uneducated person, the man or woman
unable to realize the depth of their
ignorance, much less to dream of the
suieriority of an educated being over
one who never knew the meaning of
the word education. It has Deen well
said that
"If the Superior Being of the universe looks down upon the world, to
find the most Interesting object,
it
would be the unfinished and unformed
character of young men and young
women."
What is Education?
Education only can form the character of men and women. When 1
say education, I mean that education
which educates the mind as well as
the heart; I mean that education ba- -

Welcome Words

to Women

Women who suffer with disorder! peculiar to their
sex should write to Dr. Pierce and receive free the
advice of a physician of over 40 years' experience
a skilled and successful specialist in the diseases
of women. Every letter of this sort has the mot
careful consideration and is regarded as sacredly
confidential. Many sensitively modest women write
fully to Dr. Pierce what they would shrink from
telling to their local physician. The local physician
is pretty sure to say that he cannot do anything
without "an examination." Dr. Pierce holds that
these distasteful examinations are tfenersllv
less, and that no woman, except in rare cases, should submit to them.
Dr. Pierce's treatment will cure you right in the privacy of
your own home. His " Favorite Prescription" baa cured
hundreds of thousands, some of them the worst of cases.
It is the only medicine of its kind that is the product of a regularly graduated
physician. The only one good enough that its makers dare to print its every
ingredient on its outside wrapper. There's no secrecy. It will bear examination. No alcohol and no
drugs are found in it. Some unscrupulous medicine dealers may offer you a substitute.
Don't take it. Don't trifle
with your health. Write to World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.
V. Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y., take the advice received aod be well.

nrl.
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young men. these graduates, been
finished and formed by a thorough
christian education imparted to them
by teachers who have devoted
their
lives to the welfare of humanity
whose lives and example make such
an impression upon the hearts of
their pupils that time canot efface.
Thus they go into the world prepared
to conquer In the battle of life.
"You Bid Farewell."
My young friends, now that
you
are to bid your last farewell to your
kind and beloved teachers, to your
school mates and to your ALMA
MATER, you will start a new life;
so to speak; you will commence
to
live your real life. Henceforth, you
will have to assume divers and very
onerous duties. Duties as citizens,
duties as members of society, duties
as husbands and fathers, and, first
and above all, duties as christians
Your studies of the science of politic
al economy tell you what are your duties to your government ana to your
flag, as well as what 'are your civil
and political rights, and the manner

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want ad.

Try

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old Sparks Ranch )

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food
Best of Beds
Cold Pure Spring Water
No Invalids
$15 a Week

Hi
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Poverty

Write Pecos

MULLIGAN & RISING

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
"pho"t
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Picture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily Done.

9.

.

.

IRA MORGAN

LI VS R Y
I have

purchased the entire stock of horses

&

equipment formerly

owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night

to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
endavorto give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
our patronage.

::

-

:

::

Santa Fe, N.M
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AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Phone

Luciano Salazar and Juan Lopez
For General Excellence, Prepara- next held the attention of the audi tory Class, donated by D. S. Lowitzki,
ence with an instrumental solo "A; won by Monico Mirabal; second in
Little Flower" and their musical In- merit, Juan Lopez.
terpretation evidently pleased everyA volume on History of New Mexico
one, judging from the hearty greet- by the Hon. B. M. Read for1 thebest
received
listeners.
from
the
it
ing
essay on general history, and donated
J. Napoleon and E. Haley then by the Author, was won by Manuel
sang a duet, "Music of the Birds" Lujan.
and their warbling delighted the
Mr. Read's Address.
music lovers in the hall. The orchesB. M.
Read, the well
Attorney
tra played General Boulanger's March known historian and alumnus of St.
m a stirring nmuner uu tuu
mchSLeVa College then delivered his
one ui me siouuoici address to the graduates and was
uei Lujan,
"A
oration
his
arose and delivered
listened to with rapt attention. Mr.
Plea Against the Referendum." His Read has a rich voice which hej
enunciation was good, his arguments knows well how to use and his selec
cleverly put forth and he made a fine tion as a speaker to the graduates
impression as was attested by the was eminently proper as Mr. Read
prolonged applause he received.
himself ha stood where they stood
A quarteete entitled "Over There" and could tell them what they were
was then sung by the college boys to face In the outside world.
after which Apolinar Urrutia deliverHis Speech.
ed his oration "The Underlying
Mr,
Read's
speech was as follows:
Causes of the Mexican Revolution."
Reverend Fathers, Beloved BrothHis theme was one which he could
Coldiscuss with intimate knowledge and ers, Students of Saint Michael's
Gentlemen:
and
Ladies
lege,
real' feeling, for Mr. Urrutia comes
For the 52nd time since this famous
from Old Mexico and his family had
opened its
a personal experience with the in I institution 11. of learning
- b xr
J
""""
surrectos. Mr. Urutia's oration was a,aoorB i10 tne oula OL lxew ir...L.
thlB
masterly effort and the storm of an-- and t0 the yuth of the KSt ot
plause which greeted him was well western part of our nation, on the
22nd of December,
1859, have the
merited.
Frank Duchanois followed with a
vocal solo which was well received,
after which the orchestra played a

"

Successor to B. P. Williams

sed upon the fear and love of God; I
mean a christian education and not a
mere moral training of the human
mind. I mean such education as is
obtainable only in christian schools,
where the student learns his duty
towards his God as well as his duty
to his country, to his family and to
his fellowmen. That is the education- that forms the truly great character; that is the education our
Catholic institution of learning impart. In these schools, the young
men and young women are taught
that the "almighty dollar" is not the
only thing worth living for: herethey
are taught that the salvation of their
souls is the first and most Important
consideration, and the dollar proposition of secondary importance only;
here they are taught that life is worth
living only when its principal object
13
the enjoyment of that sweet
" Eternal Home" above us; here they
are taught that from this world we
shall go
"Out of a life ever mournful,
Out of a land very lornful,
Where In bleak exile we roam,
Into a
above us,
Where there is a Father to love us- Into our home "Sweet Home."
Thus has the character of these

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'"The West Point of the Southwest"

Eanked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department.
:

Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the

season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern'
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
tn all respects.
REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
Vice Pres.
, W. G. HAMILTON,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, 'Secretary,
and W. A. FINLBY.
For particulars and Illustrated ca'
talogue! address:
'.

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

A-

'
?
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Boston,

-

44.35

Denver,

-

76.35

Colorado Sp'gs, 18.15

75.95

Pueblo,

--

LOW RATES

TO MANY OTHER

-

21.10

16.35

PRINCIPAL

POINTS

IN

THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO

For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

ROSWELL

SANTA FE. N. M

AUTO CO.,

donated

the

ROSWELL, N. M.

8.
aad pV Baggage allowance 100 lbs. to
Carrying
engera between Vaughn, N. Ui and each
regular ticket, excess baggage'
Roiwell, N. M connecting with tht at the rate of 16.00 per hundred lbs.
El Paso ft Southwest rn and Rook IsWe are equipped to carry any kind
land Railroads and the Atchison.
of
trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Santa Fe
TJ.

mall

To-pek- a

ft
Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m.,
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:80 a. in
rive In Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.

Essay, Senior
Class, donated by Adolf Seligman,
won by Augustin Sisneros;. second in
merit, John Quinlan; third la merit,
For Best English

For Best English Essay, Literature

-

$64.95

LIBERAL LIMITS AND STOP OVER PRIVILEGES.

by Rev.
Jules Deraches, won by Louis Saman-iegdonated by Miss Manderfield,
won by Jose Napoleone; second
In
third In merit,
merit, Earl Hadley;
'
Fred Mahbou.
For Mathematics, donated by Hon.
A. Seligman, Mayor of Santa Fe, won
in merit
by John Quinlan; second
Augustin Sisneros.

Manuel Lujan.

Buffalo,-

New York,

-

For Christian Doctrine, donated by
very nev. A. f ourcnegu, won Dy
Richard J. Kelly; second In .merit,
Manuel Lujan; third in merit, Apolinar Urrutia.
For Oratory, donated by Rev.
Father Splinters, won by Apolinar)
Urrutia; second in merit, Richard J.
Kelly.
Rod Elocution,

(Continued on Page 8lx.)

$50.35
-

Gold Medal Awards.

",V

fellow-student-

SANTA FE, N. M., TO

St. Louis,

lege.

I

constant perseverance and an honest

effort, the rest will come as sure as
fate.
While this address is Intended for
the graduating class, let those remaining in the school profit by what has
been said to their d, parting
s.
Let us all Join in wishing
them God speed, remembering that

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

Chicago,

l,

Then the announcement of the
award of honors was made and after
each medalist was summoned to the
stage there to receive the reward of
good service, the audience applauded
'
rapturously. The diplbmas and medals were presented by Ven-- Brother
Edward, director of St. Michael's col-

self-mad- e

joy-lan- d

Awarding of Honors.

Institute

of exercising, enforcing and protecting them. The study of that same
science has defined your relative duties as members of society and, partially, the duties of parents towards
their offspring. But your study of
the christian religion must be your
guidance in ascertaining the measure of responsibility imposed upon
you by these duties, and the manner
in which you have to comply with
tbem.
True and False Friends.
In your intercourse with men, you
will meet true friends and you will
also meet false friends. The
true
friend will always tell you the truth;
will try to keep you out of the bad
company; will tell you to abhor vice
and to avoid the places where vice is
practiced; in a word, the true friend
will stand by you in adversity as well
as in prosperity; not so with the false

'

selection..

New Mexico Military

Barrier.

No

Garfield, like Lincoln and most of
our great American statesmen, started life in poverty; he had to work
hard to pay for his' education. So
did Lincoln, whose whole time In
school was less than one year. Turning back, we can commence with our
second President, John Adams, who
had to teach school to earn a living
and pay for his legal education.
James Monroe who, at the age of 18
joined the army as a private. Zach-ar- y
Taylor who spent his early life
on a plantation, and whose education
was also of the poorest kind; educated at a village school and started life
as an apprentice to a
Andrew Johnson, who worked for ten
years as an apprentice to a tailor,
and while thus working in the tailor
shop taught himself reading and writing. The history of this great nation
will show you that in all the walks of
life the principal actors are,
and
have been,
men; hence the
greatness of our country. With such
examples for the young men of these
glorious United States, is there any
excuse for poor but talented students
for not climbing to the top of the
ladder? No. none whatever: all that
is needed is a full measure of true
ambition; a full measure ot energy,
wool-carde- r.

108
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detest flattery; detest ephermeral, undeserved political honors; value a
man for what he i and not for what,
others make him.
You are well prepared to fight your
own batU's, but unless you make it
the rule of your lives to strictly adhere to the teachings and examples
of the good brothers, failure, destitution and ruin will be your reward.
Whatever may be the trade or profession you adopt in life, let your
motto be; perseverance, honesty and
Do
not
punctuality.
despise the
poor. This brings to my mind the
celebrated words of President Garfield, which he uttered on an occasion
like this; addressing a class of young
men he said:
"I feel a profounder reverence for
a boy than for a man. I never meet
a ragged boy of the street without
feeling that may owe him a salute,
for I know not what possibilities may
be buttoned up under his shabby coat.
When I meet you (addressing the audience) in the full flush of mature life,
I see
nearly all there is of you; but
among these boys (pointing to the
class) are the great men of the future
the heroes of the next generation.
the philosophers, the statesmen, the
philanthropists, the great reformers
and moulders of the next age. Therefore, I say, there is a peculiar charm
to me in the exhibitions of young people engaged in the business of education."

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph Glorieta

friend, he will do Just the opposite; ho
will stand by you only as you can
bestow on him favors, such as, money
or political
al
advantages. Try
ways to detect true merit from hypocrisy; do not allow yourselves ti
be made the victims of adulation;

1

Secretary and Treasurer

contracts.

Charles W. Dudrow

GOfilfilEIIGEIflT EXERCISES
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Special rates are given for excursions, for eight or more passengers.

ar For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co, Roswell, N. M.

J W. STOCKAPD,

MANAGER
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THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY

PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
and Superintendent.

PAUL A. F. WALTER

Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAOFFER,
Entered

a

r.

Secretary-Treasure-

Second Clasi Matter at the Santa Fa Postoffice.
Daily, lix months, by mail
Weekly, six months

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier...' .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
J)aily, per year, by mail

$2.50
1.00
2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It is sent to
The New Mexican U the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
a
and
and
has
growing circulation
large
every postoffice in the Territory,
of
Southwest.
the
and
people
progressive
monk the intelligent

five days demonstration."
To sum UP. this monthly publication
snoll'd b
the hands of every coun- and citv official. snouId
e care- read by every one using the
t
ot having irrigation ditches.
Its obJect 18 bnfIy summed up by its
edltor as follows:
"Th
of this little bulletin is
to present to the citizens of New Mex- ic0. Practical suggestions on road con- -

ALL INTERESTED IN THIS TOPIC,
One of the notable productions of
Post Card-- Day was the first appear- ance of New Mexico Good Roads,"
a beautifully printed and carefully ed- of which
ited monthly publication
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mil- ler is the editor. The subject matter
is carefully selected and edited; the
Altogeth- illustrations are striking.
er, the publication is bound to extend

and strengthen the Good Roads move- ment, for in this instance, in knowl- edge there is strength.
What do you know about good
roads?
What do you know about systematic road building in New Mexico?
To find out and to keep posted,
send for a copy of "New Mexico Good
Roads" for the publication "will be
sent free to citizens of the territory
interested in highway improvemec
and as the editor says: "Good roads
do not interest motor car owners
alone; the farmer, horse owner and
pedestrian and all are vitally con
cerned in highway improvements.'
The place of honor in this number
is given to a full page article by Governor William J. Mills, chairman of
the Territorial Roads Commission. He
is, as is well known, a scholarly wri- ter, and his subject "Road Legisla- tion," is one that is treated by him
from the earliest times of the terri- tory to the present. It is instructive,
lucid and interesting.
On the editorial page, the law cov- ering the bridging of ditches is given
in full and extracts from the report
of C. H. McLenathen of the Commercial club on the
road, the construction of which by the
Good Roads commission
and Eddy
county has resulted, according to the
report, in the following splendid im- -

'

da

struction and maintenance; sugges- uo"s 101 oumy OOQ "aQS associa- tions, to agitate the enforcement of
our present road laws and create local
enthusiasm and interest in the building of roads; the work carried on by
the Good Roads commission and the
work undertaken by the several counties; what is being done in other sec
tions of the country as far as same ofatIon t0 the wk in New
fer
etc
u ,g confldentiy
ct
M)
hoped that some effect by way of d- ucation, agitation and suggestion will
be attained by the circulation of this
fo,der and lncrease the demaid for
better highways for public Iravel."

,

Carlsbad-Monume-

"Formerly a four horse team re- quired from seven to ten hours to haul

a

load of 3,500 pounds.

Now

5,000

can be hauled by the same
in two or three hours.
"Formerly it was impossible to
cross the sands in an automobile. Now
the trip is made in 16 to 19 minutes,
Formerly a lightly loaded hack re- quired five to seven hours to make
the trip, now it is made at an easy
trot in an hour.

'in n wiir 1,9 inaHert terr,
passed over the road, making a detour
of 20 miles for the purpose, rather
than to "go straight" where the dri
vers had been accustomed heretofore
to cross.
"It is estimated that the traffic has
increased fully 400 per cent and the
element of efficiency for the energy
111V vcu- VAJjeiiUVU ID 1UUUU glCdlCl.
nomical value of the results ob tailed
is most satisfactory."
On another page, the operation and
results to be attained with the
grader are explained and described
The work of the Good Roads Commission since it was created is summar- ized statistically in another article
and shows 225 miles of good road constructed; 175 miles repaired and partly constructed; 153 miles under con-- ;
struction soon to De compieiea; ss
miles surveyed and 250 mles inspect-- .
ed for future construction.
As to good roads operations in San- ta Fe county, Chairman I. Sparks of
the Board of County Commissioners,

;

.

WAT TLL TH SM0K CLEARS.
It is a strange situation at Wasn.
is difficult

ington

t0 gaug9 ac.

curateiy the force of the currents and
the undercurrents. To the standpatter Republicans it seems certain that
tne caiung of the special session was
a great mistake on part of President
Taft. To the progressives, it came
as an opportunity; to the Democrats
as their chance to muddy the political
waters, for the Democrats never catch
fish unless the national waters are
turbulent and roiled.
To say that the Republicans have
lost the control of the senate is
foolish, hysterical. It simply means
that a strong minority in the senate
refuses to follow any longer the
jority on the subject of the tariff.
From past utterances, it is clear, that
as far as the tariff is concerned,
President Taft stands with that
ority although of late he has coun-teajsetled; thait this is not the proper
time to put the progressive ideas into
execution.. President Taft has led in
the tariff reform movement; it was
he who was the chief advocate of free
he
trade with the Philippines;
who has stod for tariff revision along
scientific lines and who urged the
tariff commission,
reciprocity with
asu
W"ch
Ffada. and
" "?
I
uujcti la lu lane lai 11 uiaiuus vu.
well
as
the
Democrats
of
hands of the
as of the Republicans and to place it
in the hands of businessmen and ex-min-poun-

r

'',.

"

,-

1

The Pvncrocei vo PonuhllmTifl
on
tQ be wUn president Taft
tnat proposltion. The present Dattle
is a mere skirmish in the smoke of
which the political lines are read
justing themselves. The outcome will
be , strone. united ReDublican.' party
keeping step with progress and- the
times, a party that will be as victo
rious in November of next year as
it has been for so many years past
Those who fear disruption are of
small faith and have not studied their
histories well.
noWc

TEAM WORK.
This is a selfish old world.
To
make it otherwise even' individual
must practice unselfishness.
The
New Mexican can name 30 women and
20 men in Santa Fe who do all the civic, church and public work in Santa
Fe. That is in a city that today has
7,500 inhaoitants. The
other 7,450
give neither time nor means nor
thought to make Santa e more beau- titui, or cleaner or better. About '0
persons among the 7,500 make it possible for Santa Fe to have a daily paper. If these were to drop out, Santa
Fe would not even have a daily.
The public library, the New Mexi
co museum, the public
schools, the
churches, the many improvements in
the city, the civic progress of which
the city is so proud, are being pushed by the 50 referred to in the first
lines of this article. You find those
at public meetings, you find them
working, begging, giving so that San.
ta Fe might be a good town to live
in, so that the other 7.4K0 mieht nu
joy all the things that make up life
in a modern, progressive city.
There should be a method to draft
the other 7,450 selfish ones into the
work; to make them heln Dav taxes.
held support public enterprises, take
ac least some interest or give some
thought to civic improvement.
If this
could be accomplished,
Santa Fe
would become a cits of in.non bv
next year, and of 50,000 by the end
of the decade. What are
capital doing
to help the work?

THURSDAY, JUNE 22, 1911.
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Fidelity and Deposit Company
AGAINST

TO THE PUBLIC

DAMAGES

and necessary kind of INSURANCE.
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-

nara-earne- a

-
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Rlo-Arri-

now-a-day-

TIBS OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870. .

For Rates, Etc., Call On or Address,

THE
GENERAL

COMPANY

MOULTON-ESP- E
:

:

AGENTS,

The special editions of newspapers
issued in honor of Post Card Day
still come in with every mail. The
largest and most elaborate to date is
MASONIC.
that of the BPaso Herald, 54 pages,
Montezuma
Lodge
to
the
devoted
many of which are
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
adinterests of New Mexico. The
Regular communi
vertising given New Mexico yestercation first Monday
day by the newspapers and by indi. of
each month at
viduals will be far reaching in its
Masonic - Hall at
influence and results from it will con7.30.
tinue to be felt for years to come. It
II. H. DORMAN,
is the. character of that kind of adMaster
CHAS. E. LINNEt. Secreta.-y- .
vertising that its value is not
at the moment but often increases with timev as eddies caused
Santa Fe Chapter No.
by a stone thrown into the water ex1, R. A. M.
Regular
pand until they touch the shores.
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall a'
Today is Friday the 23rd. Will
be Skidoo Day for New Mexico?
7:30 p. m.

Fraternal Societies
-

The state of West Vireinia will sup
the estate of the late Senator Elkins
for back taxes amounting to $1,014,- 600.
It Claims to. have discnvprsMl
that the appraisal of the estate con
tains many items jthat were not turned in on the assessment mils,
it
is in this that the commonwealth of
New Mexico has an effective weaiion
FOR RENT Store room on lower
The law Ae: San Francisco street. D. S. Lowitzki.
gainst tax dodgers.
mands that the administrators
or
executors of an estate in New Mexico
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot
file a complete
appraisement of the
decedent's estate. This appraisment tage. Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
must be itemized and while nrnWe son & Co.
courts have not compelled compliance
FOR SALE Good piano on monthly
witn the law in some jurisdictions,
8 Capiyet, there is no excuse for such nee- - payment contract. Room No.
The assessors in each tal City Bank Building.
ligence.
county should scan such appraise
FOR SALE Seven room hous
ments and the taxing authorities
should insist upon the payment of "bath, electric light, fine lawn, . fifty
back taxes where the aoDraisement fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.

WANTS

clearly shows that the decedent fail
WANTED Extra work, few hours
ed to turn in correct
assessment
schedules during his life. This method daily, by experienced bookkeeper and
XY
would prove one of the most effec stenographer. Speaks Spanish.
in care of New Mexican.
tive deterrents of tax dodging.
FOR SALE Two spring wagons, 80
The plumbers of Albuquerque, , it Plymouth Rock hens, 1,000 feet poulpoultry
seems, had formed a pool. While it try netting, 8 moveable
was not interstate in its operations, houses. E. S. Andrews,
TYPEWRITERS.
yet, it resembled in its essence the
Standard Oil, the Tobacco or any Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
other trusts. The profit was gathered platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
from the public and
d
Typewriters sold, exchanged
among plies.
the members of the trust. It is mere- and rented. Standard makes handled.
ly an example of the tendency of the All repair work and typewriters guar
day for businessmen, workingmen and anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
all .special interests to get together, change. Phone 231.
whether such interest be union labor,
employing plumbers, oil or tobacco
CARDS
producers, . The point not to be lost
PROFESSIONAL
sight of is, that among these com
bining plumbers there were no doubt
many who railed against trusts in
TTORNEYS AT LAW
geheral and against certain trusts
particularly, while among themselves
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
they had formed as tight and excluAttorneys-at-Lasive a little trust as is to be found
in! tie Distri t Court as
Practice
anywhere.
well as before the Supreme Court of
i
The Denver News expresses as the territory,
New Mexico.
Las
Cruces,
tonishment that orchard crops are
grown at an elevation of 6,800 feet
C. W. G. WARD
near Durango. The News is not well
District Attorn y
Territorial
of
Some
most
the
beautiful
posted.
orchards and most prolific at the same For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
time are to be found in the Santa Fe Las Vegas,
valley at an elevation of 7,000 feet
and more. Santa Fe cherries, peach Chas. F.
Chas. R. Easley
Easley.
es, pears, apples may have their
EASLEY & EASLEY.
'
equal but they have no superior for
Attorneys at Law.
size, coloring and flavor. New Mexi
in tha courts and before
Practice,
co with the same capital invested and Land
Department
the same development would produce
Land grants and titles examined.
greater and better crops than Colo Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-cl-

No. 1, K. T.

.

McKEAN

WILL.IAM

New Mexico has forty-twnational
banks while Arizona has only thirteen. From the beginning of the Nao

The Palace Hotel

7; 30

William Vaughn, Prop.

Santa Fe Lodge of
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient ' and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets ; on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.

of the Best Hotels

One

CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
Kecorder.

BOOMS IN

124126

Santa Fe Lodge No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds
its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invited and
J.

Large Sample
Room for

tij

Com-Unexcell-

T

memal Travelers

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West ot Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave.

88

TELEPHONE

the West

in

"WITH PRIVATE BATH

SANTA FB, NEW MEXICO

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

STm

(Maine and ;
Table Service

S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
kOOM-Go-

Service.

od

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

welcome.
CARL A. L. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

D. SENA,

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

Secretary.

Independent Order of Beaver.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, 1. O. B. holds
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
era are always welcome.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING- ROOM, FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

RATES

Proprietor.

President
C.

J. NEIS,
Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.
Brotherhood of
American, Yeomen
&
Second
Meets
and Fourth ThursFurnished rooms in connection.
Delgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman, 222 San Francisco Street
::
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs.
Daisy

Coronado Restaurant

Short Orders run Day

N. M.

w

at

Hall

ga

.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

pro-rate-

The automobilist is a favorite sub
E. C. ABBOTT ;
ject for taxation, probably because
Attorney-at-Laautos are so large that they cannot
Practice in the District and Sube hidden like other wealth that esPrompt and careful
capes taxation and because the pos- preme Courts.
session of an auto segregates the pos- attention given to all business.
New Mexico
sessor as a member of the upper, Santa Fe,
wealthy crust with money to burn. A
Democratic senator from North Caro
HARRY D. MOULTON
lina has introduced a bill in congress
v
that automobiles should be taxed to
Attorney-at-Lapay for the maintenance of post
roads. Now listen for a big squeal
going up to the high heavens!
Santa Fe, N. M.
New Mexico did not expect to win
its fight against the Democratic policy
Formerly Special Agent, G, L. O.
of delay in the Senate committee, for Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
the committee consists of five Democrats, two Progressives and five ReG. W. PRICHARD
publicans. The fight for the amendAttorney and Counsellor at Law
ment of the Flood resolution must be
Practice in all the District Court
made on the floor of the Senate by
such friends and advocates of immedi- nd giver special uttention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Ccurt.
ate admission as Senator Penrose.
Off ce: Laughlln Blk. Santa Fe, N. M

domes-tfcandforeJ-

Regular

p. m.

i

rado.

Transacts gscaj frklug bttstoess la aH It branches.
Leans money aa the most favorable torses on aU Kinds ef
personal and eettateral secarrtf. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks In all markets for Ms easterners. Buys and sells
exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
afl
to
money
parts of the dviUaed world on as liberal term a
aregiven'by any money transmitta agency public or private.
Interest allowed en time deposits at the rate ef fear per cent
per annum, aa six meoths' er years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments ef livestock and prod acts. The bank
executes all orders ef Its patrons ia the
hue, and aims
to extend to them as Bheral treatment ha all respects, as la
consistent with safety and the principles at sound a
Safety deposit boxes tar rent. The patronage ef the public la
respectfully soiicrted.

Santa Fe Commander)
conclave fourth Monday in .each month- - at

-

-

$150,000
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit -

JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Masonic

-

Capita! Stock

SANTA FE, N. M

:

Cutter.

OF SANTA FE.

through the use of Automobiles, and it is a very Important

t

Cashier,
Assistant

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OF MARYLAND
OWNERS

J. B. REAB,
p. MdCANE,

flt

WRITES AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, PROTECTING

a,

Tne Albuquerque Journal wants an
expression from Messrs. Luna stnd
Bursum that they are in favor of
statehood NOW as if such an expression were necessary. Even children
in politics know that if any two men
have worked consistently and insistwrites:
"The city and county of Santa Fe ently for statehood it is Messrs. Luna
considered it mutually to their inter-- and Bursum and what Is more, they
est to jointly purcnasa a steam roller gave ot their means,
and erader. The machine so nur-- . cash, to further statehood, which is
chased has just arrived.
The first morft than many of the patriots who
duty assigned will be about 20 miles are shouting for surrender to the
nm-tnf snni9 u
the mart he. Democrats- can say. Messrs. Luna
and Bursum are for statehood NOW;
tween Santa Fe and Espanola
21st. This road is intended to become they always have been for statehood,
a part of a main thorougfare between immediate statehood; they know,
however, that the passage of the
Santa Fe and Taos and Santa Fe,
unamended is not
and San Juan counties. This Floodto resolution
to New Mexistatehood
give
apt
road will be graded and rolled and it is
co
the
that
hope" for imonly
NOW;
intended to keep it in condition of a
the amendment
boulevard.
After the completion, of mediate statehood is
the Flood resolution. Those who
this road the city will take the ma- of
are
delaying statehood are not the
chine and use it for about two months
men who are working for an amend'
for grading and paving work inside ment
of that resolution, but the crafty
the city limits. When the machine is Democratic leaders
who are playing
road
to
the
the
returned
county
again
so deep that its success
a
game,
deep
confrom Santa Fe to Agua. Fria to
will 'mean deliverance not only of
nect with the Albuquerque road will New Mexico into the hands of the
be put in first class condition by the
minority but, perhaps, of the entire
county commissioners after which United States. Is it meet for Repubsome extensive road building will be lican leaders to
capitulate to, such a
done in the southern part of the coun- bluff?
ty.
"The city and county officials beThe New Mexican in looking over
lieve that the use of this machine will
the
many special editions of New
solve the road problem. We believe
Mexico newspapers Is struck with the
by careful use of the monies that will progress made
by the various towns
be available for road and street conand cities, the fine buildings that are
we
struction that within five years
and have been erected, the business
will have a system of roads to be blocks and
pretentious homes, but in
proud of. It is thought that after a all there is
something that
road is completed that the roller with adds
jto similar views in Santa
beauty
a drag going over the road about
Fe. That is the background of foliage,
twice a year will keep them in first
and
of forest, clad
of:orcbards,
class repair. Such a task will not be mountains. It isbeyond,
Santhese that
difficult for the reason that in such ta Fe distinction and that give that
prove
work the engine will drag and roll every time a tree is
planted beauty
about ten miles per day. It will be is added. Civic beauty
s
to
select
times
however, necessary
means profit, for there are more and
when the earth is damp in order that more people each year who can afit may be rolled hard.
ford to live where beauty Is the key'The machine above referred to Is note rather than mere
known as the J. I. Case ten ton combination roller and traction engine. The
Who was the real murderer In the
grader and plow are extra heavy, as
they should be, to withstand the pow- Juan Cruz case? King Alcohol and
er of the engine.- The complete out- he is on trial before the bar of public
fit costs about $2,800 delivered with opinion throughout the world.

ft. J.PALEK. fofttMt,
L. A. NuatfES,

Night.

Regular Meals 25c.

Hot & Cold Baths.

Electric Lights

G. LUPE

::

HERRERA,

Prop.

Farmer.

Santa Fe Camp
A.

13514,

bors welcome.

"

A. G.

N.

W.

meets second Tues
day each month, so
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Vistlng neigh

'.

'

WHITTIER, Consul

CHAS. A. RISING. ClerV.

Herewith are some bargains ottered
bv the New Mexican Printing com
pany; Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, 85; Missouri Code
the two for 110.
Pleadings,
$6;
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
ot New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 82.25;
full leather 83.
Sheriffs Flexible
Cover Pock't Dockets, single, $1.26;
two or more books. $1 each.
New
M'xlco Supreme Court Reports, STos

3 and 10 inclusive, 83.30 each.
Com
Mining and Land Law.
pilation Corporation Lavs, 75 c. Com
New Mexico. pilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
i
tional banking system, fifty?five na- Taos,
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
tional banks have been chartered In
?ieet. 86.60: full list school blanks.
fROBERT A COMPANY
New Mexico:
Most significant, howInvestments
defact
ever, is the
that in the past
cade not a singla national or terriLaidt, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
torial bank in New Mexico has failed.
Money Loaned for Inverter
''We tmve ter safe genera stocks ot
Lumber Yard
The Roswell Register Tribune with Merchandise,
many people are now using
an excellence of typography and Il- and oiLtr Business Opportunities
Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic
lustration which has become charac- throughout Taot county.
;
,
The new toilet germicide powder to be
Bank References Furnished
teristic of it, Issued a Souvenir Post
dissolved in water as needed.
New Mexico.
Card edition that is a splendid ad- Taos,
For all toilet and hygienic uses it Is
vertisement of the lower Pecos valley and especially of Its metropolis,
DR. C M. RILEY,
To cleanse and whiten toe
Roswell.
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon. teeth, remove tartar and
prevent decay.
Graduate of McKlllep's Veterinary
To disinfect the month, deThe address of Hon. B. M. Read to College of Chicago.
stroy disease ge4ms and
the graduating class of St. Michael's
Work of H Kinds Solicited.
purify the breath.
Tn Ironn
lA.tnl fewifll Mid
College last evening rang true; it had
Dentistry' a Specialty
V.U
J n- -1 n
the spirit that should animate the
Office: East side of plaza, corner
To remove nicotine from the teeth and
young men going out into the world to ot Frisco and Shelby Sts.
make their mark.
,
Phone Red 138.
To eradicate perspiration and body
Attorney-at-La-

instead of Liquid '

AntisepticstrPeroxIde

Tekotaesw Rs4

SOFT DRINKS
Ik faficwa

are ssgfested to tie tUrsty as SMethtaf

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY,

MOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ,

Km

your wdters delivered.

LEtttil

SQ9A,

ml

E

COCO COLA,

EST

::

:

'

k

Genuine Aztec, Spring Minecal Water..
ASorislu madefrm
filtered water

SANTA

FE BftTTURG

WSIS

KERRY

i

,

KSO,

U,-

...

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

'

General Express Forwarders
All Parts of The World

"

SflVfi MflflftV

,ncoBven,nce by Purchasing Wells
1UVUVJ Fargo Domertlc Miwey Ortew, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Payable

U.

Throufhrat

S., Canada, Mexico

tsd all Foreifi
Conlrici

REMITTANCES SENT BY TQLEORAPH

,

1

The Democratic rump In session at
Albuquerque yesterday discussed the
governorship and the senetorships of
the state of New Mexico. Pleasant occupation so early in the game.

Artis
Calls de Vargas

134

;

;

,

..!

1

.t- TV. I...
IrnAn.
Relieves and strengthens tired, weak,
,
A
Tr
LJ.
nuuuuc
ntilfclll BUI c luiuaU) MM.WJ.
iiuwuwuoym
cuts. 25 and SO eta, a box, druggists
and
Santa Fe, N. M. or
oy mail postpaid Sample Free).
THB PAXTON TOILCT OO. JkMTfH.MAM

KARL FLEISCHER
'

.

, V

v

J. D. BARNES, A5nt
FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
Fer Mr

CttllCI'S

':

at pesflsr ertoes lugglss and saddle horses
HACK

LIKE
(

:
hej

TKEODOSE

HssM fSfc

COKL Pits.

JUNE

FRIDAY,

23,

1911.'

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X.

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

PERSONAL MENTION
Daniel Ortiz of the post office has
gone on his vacation for two weeks.
E. R. Paul, treasurer of thn Xew
Mexico Cetnral went to Albuquerque

Business

yesterday.

Howard B. Waha. of the forestry
service, with offices in Albuquerque,
is at the Montezuma.
Mrs. W. H. Hahn of Albuquerque
is visiting her daughter. Mrs. F. E.
Nuding on Lincoln avenue.
T. W. Selvege, of the Morean liv
ery. Company, will leave for San Pe
dro Sunday to visit relatives.
Mrs. E. A. Fiske of Santa Fe is in
the city and will visit her sister, Mrs.
A. O. Wheeler.
Las Vecras Onti
A. J. Leamey. a postal bank Inspec
tor,, was in the city yesterday and
called on Postmaster E. C. Burke.
Neill B. Field left for the upper
Pecos this morning for fishing and
recreation. Albuquerque Herald.
Miss Ramona Baca, rormerly of
Santa Fe and now of Albuquerque ,is
in the city visiting Miss Edith Hani-pe- l.

Your Patronage Solicited
. B. LAUGHLIN,

President

H. F.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

STEPHENS, Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

'

j: 'JNSURANCE.'
Real Estate

:

Boiler)

(City

Property-Ranch-

etc. Renting)

es

Miss Lina Baca, the niece of Mrs.
Anita Chapman, has gone to Mora
with Mr. and Mrs. Cassidy to visit
friends.
Charles Parsons end Wililatfl Parsons, the efficient employes of the local post office, have returned, from a
well earned vacation. ..."
Mrs. J. W. Crumpacker, of La
Porte, Indiana, arrived last night to
visit Mrs. William J. Mills at the ex
ecutive mansion.
Guy C. Dorman of Chicago, special
representatfve of the American Rank- ers Insurance Company of Chicago,
has been in town for several days on
J
;
insurance mauens.
F. W. Farmer, New-- Mexico manager for the Yeomen, has ' returned
from Estancia, where he " secured
thirty-si- x
applications to establish a
Yeoman's lodge.
Rodney Stover and family are
amosg the departures, for the upper
Pecos river. They will spend the
summer at their cottaee there. Al
buquerque Herald.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Parker of El
Paso, are at the Montezuma. Mr.
Parker Is a prominent insurance man
of the Pass City and Mrs. Parker is
prominent in society there.
O. A. Larrazolo. the noted orator
who delivered a beautiful address in
Spanish at the unveiling of the statue
or Brother Botulph, will leave today
ror his home in Las Vegas.
Hon. - Frank A. Hubbell,
former
treasurer of Bernalillo county, who
delivered an address at the unveiling
of the Brother Botulph statue at St
Michael's College, has returned to
his home in Albuquerque.
Will C. Barnes, formerly of the
forest service and now associated
with the tariff board, will arrive in
Albuaueraue on June 26 to collect
data regarding the tariff upon New
HerMexico products. Albuquerque
ald.
The Rev, TCA. Lonerean S. J.. of
Trinidad, and?formerly of Denver, arrived in the city yesterday to conduct
the retreat of the sisters at St. Vincent's sanitarium. The retreat will
last eight days. Father Lonergan is

Surety Bonds
I

0.
Offices

J

m

C. WATSON & CO.

San Francisco St.

Santa Fe, New Mexico

i'

v

i

Circassian Walnut
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF FURNITURE -

Magnifcent Display

Elegant Styles
--

AT-

FURNITURE CO.

ACKERS-WAGNE- R

You Must 5ee It to Appreciate Its Beauty.

COME AND SEE THE DINING ROOM SET.

BBn

WIIM99

Mil

YOU intend to seccure

Adequate Insurance
Eventually,

WHY NOT NOW ?
Phone Black

No! 52

Phone Black

;

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

No. 229

Residence

Insurance Agency.

&

-

S. RHINE & CO.

H:

ONE OF OUR

-

IAN

JOHN PFLUEGER, THE SHOE

HOOD

STRAWBERRIES,

-

:

WHEN

:

YOU CAN

GET THE

:

"r

Patronize home industry. Leave orders

STRAWBERRIES

KAlNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Heaith Retort, 22 miles front Santa Fe on main line of 8anU
Fe,
one and one-hamltee from depot
Tent bungalows, In Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.

Sweet and Sour

1

1

'sostf
:

:;

.

Wv WILUAM80N
f-"-

(

':

'

LUMBER DEALERS
ARE

,

-

San Miguel (combined with Normal university, summer session) June
INDICTED.
5,

July

Taffeta "
"
"

"
"

"
"

40c.

"
"
"

"

35c.

50c.

"

40c.

80c.

"

"
"

25c.
35c.

"

Fancy

Moun-tainai-

"

"

20c.
25c.

65c.

This is not shop-wostock, but New Patterns,
Swell Stock in a Great Variety of Colors.
rn

LOW CUTS
Oxfords for Girls and Boys, Ladies

and Gentlemen.

PRICES CUT TO MOVE OUR LARGE STOCK AT THE

Great Saturday Special Sale, June 24.

.

Drug Store

--

ADOLPH

SELIGMAN

A Swell Line of

DRY

GOODS

fiw

f

CO.

at the

Drugslight.
gists themselves are
largely dependent

tion.
H. S. Adams, Chillocothe, Ohio, sec
retary of the Union Association of
Lumber dealers and of the Ohio asso
ciation of Retail Lumber Dealers.
B. N. Hayward, Columbus, Ohio,
also secretary of the Ohio association.
9. L. Porter, Spokane, Washington,
secretary of the Western Retail Lumberman's' Association.
R. P. Bransford,, Union City, Tenn.,

upon the manufacturer for the quality
of chemicals
pensed. For

reason,

dis-

that

we use
Chemicals
Squibbs
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.

"

SOME SATISFACTION
...IN BUYINQ...

Butt Bros.
"Always

Co. j
Reliable"

DRUGGISTS

4
4

Phone

I6l-- Niht

Jewelry that is Absolutely Reliable.
Our Stock of WATCHES.

v,.,

Phone Red 58

, ,,,1

vihii

Reliable JewefcrJ-J- .

CLOCKS, SILVERWARE

YONTZ,

4

S

.

ana JcwtLKY is selected
personally, and we stand back of everv articl

4

.

CUT S

sSi0?

FOR

THAT

SUMMER

OUTING

MEXICAN HATS
New and Full Assortment of Unique San
Latest in Hand Color- -

Juan Potter)
Artistic

in? Post Cards.

309 San Francisco

Framing.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Street

San Francisco Street

H. S. KAUflE

ft CO.

J. P. Steed

& Son

CARPENTERS

14, August 26, Cloud-crofAND CABINET MAKERS.
T. W. Conway, Raton, conducintor; J. H. Helm, Mountain aPrk,
structor; R. S. Tipton, Tularosa,
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
Majorie Hubbell, mu ic.
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
Quay July 3, August 12, Tucum-carl- ;
C. M. Light, Silver City, conduc
tor; Dorothy K. Russell,
... Clayton, in- - All Work Guaranteed. Phone. Red 115
t;

SERVICE

DAY

WIRE. UP

THOSE

DARK

Cllt FlOWerS
Specialty

PLANTS, Fruit In Staaon. Wadding
ana Tai" Bouqueta and Decoration.
Funeral Design.
Out of town order given careful attention. An extra charge of 25o
fbr packing on order under $3.00.

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

AND

SOLE AGENTS
PLACES

Electric Irons That Stay Hot

'it--

Satin Wired Ribbons 35c. Value, Special, 25c.

st

Otero August

CONTINUOUS

MaiiayiiiainiiiiaijllHti.i.i.i-.,,- .,

ONE WEEK ONLY

R. W. Twining, Gallup,' conductor.

i

Santa Fe Water and Light Company!

Water Heaters and Percolaters

RIBBON SALE

28.

Fourteen of Them in Drag Net of Sandoval June 26, July 11, Bernalillo; Mrs. Alexia Coronel, Raton.
Special Federal Grand Jury
Santa Fe June 5, Juiy 1, Santa ie;
at Chicago.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican 1 Mrs. Nora Brumback. Albuaueraue:
Airs. Gertrude Elliott, Santa Fe.
Chicago. 111., June 23. The secreSierra August 28, Sept. 2, Hills-bortaries of fourteen retail lumber deal
J. H. Wagner, Agricultural Coler's organization from Pennsylvania
to the Pacific, were indicted by a spe- - ' lege.
cial United States grand jury today ' Socorro June 5 July 1, Socorro;
for alleged violation of the Sherman j " D. Sterling, Albuquerque, conduc
anti-trutor; Miss J. A. McGibbon, Santa Fe.
act.
laos July 3, July 29, Taos; J. H.
Three secretaries in the organization received immunity for testifying Wagner, Las Cruces, conductor.
Torrance July 17, Sept. 12,
r,
qefore the grand Jury.
W. D. Sterling, Albuquerque,
Each indictment is in two counts.
The first charges conspiracy among conductor; Mrs. Leona, Logue, Raton,
the retail lumber dealers to interfere instructor.
with and restrain trade between manUnion July 31, August 12, Clayton;
ufacturers and wholesalers and the J. H. Vaughan, Hagerman, conductor;
consumers.
Fannie Ford, Las Cruces, Instructor.
The second count charges a cott
Valencia June 5, July 1, Belen; J.
and
to
eliminate the H. Wagner, Las Cruces,
suppress
spiracy
conductor;
competition that should exist between Fannie Ford, Las Cruces N. M.
the wholesalers and retailers and the
consumers. .. .
WARRANTS ISSUED FOR
Those Indilcted.
FOUR LYNCHERS.
Chicago, 111., June 23. Those indict- (By Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
ed were: Arthur L. Holmes, Detroit,
Cameron, Texas, June 23. Warsecretary Michigan Lumber dealers rants have been issued for four perassociation and editor of trade paper. sons suspected of naving
participated
George A. P. Sweet, secretary of in the lynching of a Mexican boy at
the Michigan Association.
Thorndale, near here, several days
William G. Hollis, Minneapolis, sec- ago.
retary oi the Northwestern LumberMore warrants are probable.
The
men's association.
names of the suspects have not been
Kansas
City, Mo., made public.
Harry A, Gorsuch,
secretary of the Southwestern Lumber association.
Bert Critchiield, Lincoln, Nebr., secretary of the Nebraska Lumber DealThe Pathway to the
ers Association.
E. E. Hall, secretary of the Nebras..;;
ka Association.
Harry S. Scearce, Mooresville, Indi
ana, secretary of the ndian Lumber
Is most frequently
Dealers Association.
trodden
by those
H. H. Hemenwax, Denver Colo., sec
whose
scientific
retary- of th Colorado auir Wyoming
Association. - ( 4
knowledge of mediLouis I. Heilman, also secretary of
cinal chemicals is
J
the Colorado and Wyoming AssociaThe

We always lead in our Fruit
Mora June 5, July 20, Mora, and
and Vegetable Line. Always first Wagon Mound; Jose H. Hofer,
Mrs.
Leona
conductor;
on the market. You never will Logue, Raton; Majorie Hubbejl, music, f
be disappointed.

N. M.

Electric Toasters

DOROTHY DAINTY SPECIAL

n

!.,

(Continued from Pace one.

RANCH,

GJorlea,

-

GOVERNOR WILL RETURN
TOMORROW.

lf

':'V;i

Strick-distanc-

j

PAUL P. LACASSAONE

Santa Fe Cherries
at

j

Special Sale" Described Below

bureau.

AND BLACKBERRIES

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hih Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

CALIFORNIA

con-turne-

Documentary evidence examined by
the grand jury showed the names of
over 100 large wholesalers in various CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
parts of the country who were said
to have been in on the
blackSIGN WRITING
list.
The indictments were returned after
First Class Work Guaranteed
six weeks of investigation by a special
United
grand jury impaneled by
States District Judge Landis.

Absolutely Delicious.

Wliy Import Mineral Water?

TOWNSEND 'S

j

The aim of the alleged conspiracy,
according to the indictments was not
to maintaining prices nor to prevent
competition between the retail dealers, but to put a complete stop to the
direct sale of lumber by wholesalers
to consumers.
Power, it is charged, was exercised
by means of an alleged blacklist said
to have been maintained by the

Can't Be Beat.
RIVER

THAT IS ONE OF

nia.

BRAWLEV VALLEY CANTALOUPES
'

HAIR RIBBON?

s

A. C. Richter, Pittsburg. Pa., Lum
ber dealers Association of Pennsylva-

INSTEP SUPPORTERS WILL HELP,

Arch Props and Supporters.

SEE THAT SWELL

;

Association.

Fine, Ripe and Sweet.

...WE ALSO HAVE...

an eloquent preacher and a man of a
fine personality.
W. H. Morgan, proprietor
BARGAINS
of the MILLINERY
Morgan livery, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Williams and Mrs. Rising, have returned from an interesting trip to
ONE THIRD OFF
the Cliff Dwellings and report that
the roads are in great need of re- On Fancy Ribbons Flowers Veils
pairs, as in many places trees have
This Month Only.
been felled across them.
The Rev. Jules Deraches, chaplain ;
of the St. Vincent's sanitarium, left
MISS A. MUGLER
yesterday for San Juan pueblo where '
he will say mass tomorrow for the
South-Eas- t
Corner Plaza
feast which begins tonight and lasts
tomorrowuntil sundown
evenine.
Father Deraches will sjwnd a few
days in the pueblo, going to
Uio Arriba July 5, August 13, Es- gas before returning here.
District' Forester A. C. Ringland
Mrs. Geo. Dixon,' El Rito,
d
from the Pecos national for-- ! ductor.est yesterday. Mr. Ringland went
Roosevelt August 14, August
26,
there the early part of the week to 'Portales; Principal Frank Ctorroon!
look after the final tests of the long Las Vegas, conductor; O. S.
e
telephone being installed land, Portales. instructor- Pearl Hut.
there for rapid comniuniration in case jchisoUj Portales, instructor; R. A.
of danger to the forests, but owing iDeen, Portales,
instructor; Mrs S F
to the rain he was forced to return j Culberson, Portales instructor
to this city and leave the final tests j San jualli July 3'AuglUit i2' Farm-i'
the hands of C. H. Starkweather,
.
T
i ... r.
u "fcni , uaa
viuct-ain
who has been conducting the experi
structor; Mrs. J. F. Young, Farming-ton- ,
ments. Albuquerque Journal
instructor.

secretary of the Retail Lumbermen's

'If Your Instep is not Strong WATERMELONS,

M.

Phone Black

8nta

12.

Fa. New Mexico.

.v,

NIGHT :

I

ji

SOLE AGENTS
v

FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric Tea Pots

a)
'A

.

.

J
i
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veiling in a body. Quite a number of J Albuquerque;
Joseph Cassidy, City
he teachers, including the able and C. B. Stubblefield, Alcalde; Howard
energetic county superintendent, are B. Waha, Albuquerque; J. W. Knibbs,
Use for Result
members of the alumni. The teach- - Jr., Denver; B. IT. Clark, St Louis;
ers met at the High school yesterday ' Fred Simpson, St. Louis; J. B. Smith,
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
The cause oF all skin diseases can be traced to some humor in the
They work directly on the KIDNEYS, afternoon and walked by twos to the Hutchison; W. L. Cornish, Denver; '
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES, college where they witnessed the un- Charles Smith, Hodges.
blood, and therefore the cure of any skin trouble can come only
It was agreed that the
Coronado.
and their beneficial effect is felt from the veiling.
through a thorough cleansing of this vital nuia. waives, wasnes,
should return from the colJ. H. Walsh, Alamosa; Faust in Lostart. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and teachers
lotions, etc., relieve some of the itching and discomfort, help to reduce
lege just as soon as the exercises pez, City.
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
inflammation, or aid in keeping the cuticle clean, but such treatment
were over, to make up the time lost
of the KIDNEYS, INCONGESTION
does not reach the blood, and of course can have no. real curative
to
their studies.
(Read Up)
CLIMATE AND REST
In t Sept, 1st 1910
(Read Dowu)
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
effect. S.S.S. cures Skin Diseases of every kind because it purines
to
was
down
rather
difficult
It
get
.
TUBERCULOSIS.
CURE
20
STATIONS
lit
annoyingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES
to work Wednesday morning, after
the blood. It is an internal remedy for an internal trouble, and works
am
P m
S.S.S. removes
the pleasant evening spent with the But the Consumptive Must Be on the on the only reasonable and certain method of cure.
they exercise a permanent benefit.
4 00
7 30
Lv..De9 Moines. N. M...
0
TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
3 60
his loveable and
Kumaldo
and
blood stream
4
7 40
Irsuperintendent
the
All
leaves
from
Time
Job
humors
circulation
and
the
Poisonous
and
the
acids
all
3 30
For sale by all druggists.
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11
I)edmaa
amiable wife. The institute express3 15
ritation of Fatigue Germs.
it may supply the cuticle
and
in
order
that
ie
Capullu
nourishing
healthy
rich,
3
05
ed its appreciation by a vote of
20
Vigil
I 35
That no consumptive can
for with the necessary properties to restore it to its smooth, normal con2 45
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
60
25
Thompson
Mrs. Brumback was also a cure of his disease withouthope
thanks.
2 25
9 10
follow31
CunninghamX. M.
COLLEGE.
MICHAtLS
AT ST.
1 55
dition. Then a cure results because the old exciting cause has been
a vote of thanks for the pains35
42
given
...Ullfton House
1 30
ing the most rigid routine with resent
10 00
49
Katon, N. M. ...
'Ar
her
in
she
which
prepared
taking way
disposed of. Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice
to rest is the conclusion of four
Ar 10 15
.Lv
Katou, N.M
2 30
S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
(Continued from Page Three)
write.
lecture on the "Heavens," which was gard
all
who
9 49
to
free
.. .Ollftou House N" M..
2 47
in
the Journal of
interesting articles
9 32
.,
thoroughly enjoyed.
SPrestou
4d
3 07
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO. ATLANTA. CA.
Outdoor Life for June , by Profes8 55
the parting from youth's path of life
65
Koehler Junction
a resident of the
C. G. Meltabarger,
J45
S.
sor
of
UniLee
Columbia
Frederic
05
koehler
to enter into the inevitable struggle Venus, south Santa Fe county, en3 35
8 20
New York, Drs. Lawrason
SOolfax
68
4 15
awaiting them in the world is hard rolled Monday at the institute. He versity,
8 02
Oerrososo
76
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Brown and F. H. Heise of the Adiron7
45
well
Lv
as
and
to
Father
says:
82
certificate
Ryan
a
an
Cimarron
Ar
is
5 00
bear,
applicant for
6 35
Ar a m
dack Cottage Sanatorium, Trudeau, N.
Lv
Cimarron
5 10
"Farewell! that word has broken is doing splendid work.
6 27
ash
f
6 18
6
17
is surely a Y., Dr. Joseph H. Pratt of Boston, and
S
Harlan
5 2S
hearts
Conway
Superintendent
6 00
Ute Park, N. M...LV
94
Will M. Ross of Stevens Point, Wis.
Ar
S 45
And blinded eyes with tears;
very busy man these days, and notpm
p in
Professor Lee, writing on the subsufis
he
that
fact
the
HBMBaBSSSSSSSBlSSSBSlSSSSSBHaBSSSSSMBHMBaaaMa
Farewell! one stays and one departs; withstanding
"The Physiology of Exercise and
ject
he
sore
throat,
fering from a 'very
ilOonneets ai Colfax with E. P. & S. W. By. train both North'and'Soutb.::!
Between them roll the years."
dison
shows
Rest,"
by
N.IM.I
experiments
to get around the school
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston
Go, my young friends, go and do manages
exerStage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for Klizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 . m. dally except your duty as citizens of this the great- building long before any of the stu- sected frogs the way in which
which the crude black mineral oils
Chino.
13.50
muscles
roand trip; fifty pound baggaxe carried free.
and
all
in
cise
tires
the
fact,
in
to
and
andays. Fare Ss.ou one way
have
everything
dents,
of
in
the
are
A
nation
stockholders
most
of
allowed to percolate very slowly.
the
powerful
est
and
meeting
M11:11
for tho south at
p. in. arrives from Ithe
O. & 9. train leaves lies Mciues, N,
of the the organs of the body. He says:
the Chino Company
the world. Be true to your con- readiness for the beginning
operating in As a result, the oil that first comes
th at 4:38 a. m
to
no
fa
known
antidote
There
is
Grant county, is called for June 30. out is perfectly water white and
science and faithful in the practice day's work.
Conductor Brumback is always in- tigue, unless it be rest, with all thai to approve a proposed issue of
much thinner than that which follows.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
C. G. DEDMAN,
of your religion, and you will surely
J. VAN HOUTEN,
10- - The oil is allowed
new features in her classes. rest implies. Sleep allows the repara
cent
to continue per6
anticiG.
&
reward
P.
P.
G.
per
troducing
V.
M.,
you
the
rightly
Agent,
reap
Superintendent,
tive process of rest to be performed ear bonds, convertible into stock at
colating through the earth until the
pate. When the dark clouds appear, Every day she presents something most
modA
and
completely.
quickly
25, after July 1, 1912, for a period of color reaches a certain maximum
look for the silver lining. All trou- new and interesting, and the teachers
have learned to be on the lookout erate degree of fatigue, or even a con- five years.
An increase of stock of shade. Then the fuller's earth itself
bles bring their gladness.
when not too often 100,000 shares will also be passed-on- .
is clarified by a steaming process and
In conclusion, let me remind you of for these new features, which have siderable degree
beneficial. incurred, is not detrimental to a heal- Hayden, Stone & Co. have underwrit used over again. With vegetable oils
that simple stanza of Frank L. Stan- proven so instructiveof and
the teachers thy body and is even to be advised. ten the bond issue. Proceeds from however, the process is radically dif
Quite a number
ton, which I ask you to remember as
have made applications in districts The healthy body is proyided with the bond sale will be used to pay for ferent. The oil is heated beyond the
long as you can, and which will serve in
Rio Arriba and Santa Fe counties great recuperative powers, and does the entire equipping of the property, boiling point of water in large tanks
you as an encouragement when in
not rapidly succumb to even successive construction of the present 3,000-to- n
and others will follow suit.
from 5 to 10 per cent of its weight
despair:
the demands on its energy. But it should mill and an enlargement of 2,000 tons of fuller's earth is added, and the
student
attending
every
Nearly
in
"This world that we're
and ail points im Ntm Mt
mill mixture is vigorously stirred and then
present County Normal has become be allowed the proper condition for additional, making it a 5,000-toIs mighty hard to beat;
a member of the New Mexico Read- recuperation, and that condition is ad and also to supply working capital. filtered off through bag filters. The
Jco, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
With every rose you get a thorn,
ing Circle, and joined the New Mex- equate rest. There is danger when The first section of the mill will star" coloring matter remains with the
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Tbence
But aint the roses sweet?
ico Journal Club.
the fatigue of one day's labor is not operation August 1. The issuing of earth, the filtered oil being of a very
The Political World.
eliminated before the next day's 100,000 shares additional stock was pale straw color. American fuller's
Superintendent Conway has
Should circumstances throw you
several letters from school
work is begun. The effects, may then authorized to provide for the conver- earths are better adapted than the
into the political world, I have given
saying that they expect to be in be cumulative, the tissues may be in sion of the new bonds.
English earths for use on mineral
you as examples the names of a few attendance at the Normal Directors
Earth. ,
a continued states of depression,' and
Fuller's
oils, but the English earths are su
of our great statesmen who, through
meeting, which will take place Mon- the end may be disastrous."
of
perior for the treatment of fats and
Fuller's
The
Production
Earth,"
their own efforts, reached the highest day, June 26th, at 2 p. m. at the Santa
In clarifying vegeDrs. Brown and Heise in an article by Jefferson Middleton, of the United vegetable oils.
Should
of
honor.
you drift into Fe High School.
post
The meeting has on
OR
table and animal fats with American
has
Rest
Ex
and
States
Regulated
"Properly
Geological
Survey,
just
the world of letters, let me cite the been called for the purpose of better
in Pulmonary
Tuberculosis,'' been published as an advance chap earths a more or less disagreeable
names of some of those who are look acauaintance between the directors ercise
hold that the action of the poisonous ter from "Mineral Resources of the taste is left just why has never
ed upon as the headlights in
the and teachers.
been determined.
germs of the disease on the body is United States, 1910."
In the
art of literature.
The question "Have animals minds'
ROUTE
sphere
To show the growth of the Ameri
to that of
similar
very
of
the
resources
earth
The
fuller's
of drama, you have Shakespeare, the brought opt some interesting stories
The poisonous irritation caused by United States, says Mr. Middleton. can industry it is only necessary to
the
in
En
the
the
period.
psychology
greatest literary genius
during
the germs gives the organs and tis have attracted considerable atten state that from 6,900 tons in 1895
glish speaking world. He also, though prize was awarded to Miss Siceloff. sues of the
load to tion for several years because of the the production increased to 3,486
body a double
born of rich and prominent parents, Get her to tell you about the praying
tons in 1909. This was the maximum
carry.
the
They
emphasize
impor increasing demand for this material
to chickens.
had, at the age of 14, to work
the output for 1910 being 664 tons
Far rates and full information address
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the
for
treatment
rest
min
use
tu
of
as
a
for
clarifying agent
Miss Ada Jane Harvey, a graduate
earn a living, his first manual work
producThe
but
also insist that proper- eral and vegetable oils.
berculosis,
original less. Florida was the leading57.38
&
being that of an apprentice to a Lon- of the Occidental College, has en ly
per
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use
exercise
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which
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regulated
Miss
Harvey
don butcher. Then comes Cervantes, rolled at the institute.
cent of the total output, or 18,832
Ei Paso Texas.
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sary.
cloth,
their
fulling
conclusions
They
will
doubt
Spain's greatest glory in her litera- is an earnest student 'and
short tons. The other producing states.
thus:
importance.
ture, who, after suffering in long cap less have good grades on her certifi
named In the order of their rank in
For a great many years fuller's
"Exercise when properly regulated
tivity at the hands of the Moors, lived cate.
output and value in 1910, were Geor
the
Miss
Rebecca
and
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from
and
earth
Teodoro
Roybal
England,
imported
systematically graded is an im
and died in the most abject poverty,
California.
Texas,
gia, Arkansas,
in
of
Hon,
source
but
son and daughter
of supply,
portant factor in the treatment of only known
South Carolina aid
suffering all sorts of humiliation; but Roybal,
Masjsjachusetts,
Jose Inez Roybal, merchant of Nambe, pulmonary
tuberculosis.
Through it 1893 it was by accident discovered in Colorado.
kept up the fight, giving to the world
and will try the patient is in many cases returned this country. At Quincy, Fla., an effort
some of the best classical works, the have entered the institute
A copy of Mr. Middleton's
report
to secure certificates.
to home and family with lessened was made, without success, to burn
may be obtained on application to the
principal one being his famous "Don
Ci
Owl
of
the
on
brick
the property
chances of future relapse. At the
ni rector of the Geological Survey at
This
Quijote.
great work (part ALTITUDES IN MICHIGAN
same time part of his earning capaci gar Co. An Alsatian cigar maker em
!
D. C.
t;
first) he had to finish while in priWashington,
AND WISCONSIN
ty is restored and he is consequently ployed by the company called atten
son. Milton also wrote his famous
less
financially
upon tion to the close resemblance of this
dependent
works "Paradise Lost" and "Paradise
Reoort Issued bv United States Geo others, relieving him of much worry, clay to the German fuller's earth. As TIMETABLE ALL
Found" while totally blind.
a result of this suggestion, the clay
logical Survey Gives Exact Ele- -'
expense and hardship."
LOCAL TRAINS
On the side of serious writings, you
to be fuller's
in Both States.
vations
Dr.
was
who
founder of the was tested and found
Pratt,
have Prescott, one of America's great
The United States Geological Sui first Church Tuberculosis Class in the earth, and the industry was develop
The following are the time tables
historians, whose last and most im- vey is
publishing a series of reports United States in the Emmanuel ed. This discovery caused consider
of
portant works; the "History of Ferthe local railroads:
deand
able
supposed!
excitement,
results of spirit level Church in Boston, claims that in the
dinand and Isabella" and his "Hist containing the of the
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
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earth
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all
in
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tuberculosis absolute
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mineral
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a
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number
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exact
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rest, often in bed, must be extended
written by his dictation after the com- give the
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westnumber of points. Ono of over a period of months, before the in most of these deposits, however,
of a
as
full
No. 10 eastbound.
plete loss of his sight. You will also these great
value
no
of
to
be
was
found
bound,
reports Bulletin 461, "Results consumptive should take any exercise.
remember how Balmes, one of Spain's
Flo
Returning arrive i.t Santa Fe 12:10
of Spirit Leveling in Michigan and He says, "Prolonged rest in bed out er's earth. Since the discovery
greatest philosophers, great editor
rida has been the leading state in p. m.
1897 to 1909," under R. B, of doors yields better results than
any production. During the early history
and theologian, wrote nearly all . his Wisconsin,
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westchief geographer has just other method of treating pulmonary
works on philosophy and his "Protest- Marshall,
earth was pro bound.
been issuetf. The work in Michigan tuberculosis. Patients will have a bet of the industry fuller's
antism compared
duced in only two or three states. In
with
Catholic from 1901 to
Returning arrive at Santa Pe, 6:30
1909, inclusive, was done ter appetite and take more food with
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out discomfort and gain weight and
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mean sea level of more than 300 tive disease who are allowed to exer 1901
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Returning arrlv at San F 11:10
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sea cise. Complications are much less fre From Arkansas
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a tub of water, in order to mitigate points in
sea quent. When used in the incipient second
is the level that the
level,
his rheumatic pains.
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D. & R. G. Ry.
would assume if the influence of tides stage recovery is more rapid and ter its largest
I have given you these illustrations
discovery in Florida, fuller's
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earth was found In Georgia,
to more vividly show you how strong
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
el is not the elevation determined
Mr. Ross, who is himself a cured Georgia did not appear as a producer
is the will of man even in the midst
From all Stations on Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
from the mean of the highest and consumptive, and a writer of consider until 1907. when it was the third
of vicissitudes, troubles and infirmi
New Mexlce Central Ry.
lowest tides, which is called the half-tid- able prominence holds that unless rest largest producing state; it rankties, thus verifying the truth and wis
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true and legitimate ambition, honesty
in connection" with its top says, "is not a vacation. It is a 24- - California entered the list.
of purpose and of a faithful adherance the survey
Foley's Kidney Remedy.
To engineers
The principal use of fuller's earth
ographic
surveying.
job. True it is a period of
for
to truth and veracity, and victory will
recommended
and surveyors this publication should idleness, but one of intelligent, direct- in this country is in bleaching, clari- 13 particularly
and bladder
be yours. I thank you for your kind
of
cases
kidney
chronic
elevaand
of
as
the
or
be of great advantage,
fats, greases,
ed idleness. The day's work should fying,
filtering,
to regulate and conattention."
tions which have been accurately de consist of rest; rest should be the oils. The common practice with min- trouble. It tends
bladder actions
and
Following Mr. Read's address was termined afford a starting point for a
trol
the kidney
only business on hand. The light ex eral oils is to dry the earth carefully
and bracwarm applause which lasted for
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be
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of
kind
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any
ercise, or hour of reading should be
several seconds. Then the exercises survey
'
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by
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ing.
into
it
through
long cylinders,
considered as the reward of a good
were closed with a musical number templated.
The survey's topographic
maps day's work, like the evening of slip"The Regiment's Prize March," played by F. Gomez, I. Martinez, Charles show a large number of elevations, pered ease to the tired business man
but these are stated only to the near at the end of the day. This recreaJ. Lucero. F. Chavez,
Kiesov,
F.
est foot, whereas the bulletin gives tion, however, should be considered
Duchanois and L. Ferran.
the elevations to the third decimal only as an incidental result of the paplace. For example, the
highest tient's- work, not the main object,"
point in Michigan determined and not
COUNTY INSTITUTE NOTES.
ed in the report, which is in the vi
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
cinity of Whitman, in the Marquette Small Holding Claim No. 3241013809
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 1911,
,
Department of the Interu4
Three more teachers enrolled Wed- quadrangle, is described as follows:
United States Land Office,
Whitman, 0.25 mile south, of .315
nesday at the institute, and took up
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10, 1911.
the work with the other students. feet south of trestle over Duluth,
Notice is hereby given that the folThey were: Mrs. Marie C. Navarro, South Shore & Atlantic Railway,
of Alcalde; Mrs. Sarita M. Pacheco,
track, on east side of Lake Su- lowing named claimant has filed no& Ishpeming Railway, at south tice of his intention tor make final
and
Miss
Anna
of
perior
Butt
this
city.
ALL RAILROADS
The institute was treated to an end of rock cut and opposite millpost proof in support of his claim under
agreeable surprise when Mrs. Pacheco 9, in outcrop of rock; aluminum tab- sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
and Miss Natividad Martinez volun let stamped "1260 ADJ". 1,260.520 feet. 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Wisconsin by the act of February 21. 1893 (27
The highest "point In
teered to sing a Spanish song, entitl
Write for Premium List and Program.
ed "El Estudio," during the opening thus far determined by spirit leveling Stats, 470), and that said proof will
exercise period.
The song was is in the vicinity of Morley,, in' the be made before U. S. Commissioner
beautiful and was enjoyed by the Wausau quadrangle and is described Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on
July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia de
teachers.
JOHN B. McMANUS,
as follows:
ISAAC BARTH,
A member of the institute, who is
T. 31 N., R. 9 E., northeast corner Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
Secretary-Manage- r.
also a member of the alumni of St, of sec. 1,12 feet west of center of road, Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract
President.
Michael's College, Wednesday morn- 50 feet south of bearing tree; iron in Sees. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.,
He names the following witnesses
ing called the attention of the teach post
1,528.703 feet. to
prove his actual continuous adverse
ers to the date of the unveiling of
possession
of said tract for twenty
Brother
Botulph's
statute;
Hilario
whereupon
Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
Notice for Publication.
years next preceding the survey of
Teofilo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem-eri- the institute voted to attend the un
(07533. )
the township, viz:
Ribera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus
Palace. ;';
Copy, to forest supervisor, Pecos,
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala:,
of
M.
N.
Lopez,
Pecos,
N. M.
Dr. and Mrs. Standley G. Small, zar, Pulidor Martinez, Noberto Gar
LADIES.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Harold McGibbon, Mrs. John Le Vert, cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
Department of the Interior,
We can promise you a clear, clean Theodore N. Espe, Manuel Valdez, A.
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Register.
Any person who desires to protest
skin and a beautiful complexion if you Lopez, J. D. Sena, Patroclno Lopez, against the allowance of said proof,
June 13, 1911.
AND
TO
FROM
ROSWELL
use ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP according George W. Armijo, R. L, Baca, E. M. or who knows of any substantial rea
Notice is hereby given that Jacinto
Connections made with Automobile to directions.
Otero, J. V. Conway, Alfredo Hlnojos. son under the laws and regulations of
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on June
ZEMO is a skin beautifier and a sci Fred Lopez, City; Augnstin Slsneros, the Interior Department why 'such
dally.
9, made Homestead, No. 9530, for NE line at Vaughn for RosweTI,
section 35, township 15 N, range Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros entitle preparation for the treatment Manuel Lujan, Apollnor Urrutia, and proof should not be allowed will be
of eczema, pimples, dandruff and all H. E. Kaune, St. Michael's College; given an opportunity at the above- - Dates of Sale, June 27th to 30th, July 1st to 5th.
Return limit, SepJl E, has filed notice of intention to well at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at
r
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves diseases of the skin and scalp. ZEMO O. A. Larazolo, Las Vegas; Roman mentioned time and place to
e
proof, to estabmake final
Liberal Stop-Ov1911.
tember
15th,
Privileges.
the witnesses of laid claimlish claim to the land above described, Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The SOAP is the nicest, best lathering an Hubbell, Frank A. Hubbell, Albuquerant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
before register or receiver, U. S. Land fare between Santa F and Torrance tiseptic, soap you ever used for toilet que; B. M. Read, city, r
For further particulars call on
of that submitted by claimant
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st Is 5.80 and between Torrance and or bath. ;
Montezuma.
' Office, at
Roswell
on
autoseats
Reserve
io.
1911.
MANUEL
Sold
C.
C.
E.
of
OTERO,
a,
and
by druggists everywhere
Guy
any agent of the Santa Fe
Dorman, Chicago;
July,
day
mobile by wlrn.J. W. Stockard,
in Santa Fe by The Capital Pharmacy. Kinnison, Los Cerillos; W. M. Waters,
Claimant names at witnesses:
Register.
:..,:..;.
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red crepe, wis like a rose lerself, for
- vjcB lUIBira WIT fl DUl I Vf SB
excitement brought the color to ber
she took her first good look at the j
cheeks.
Dowea ngure.
"It was lovely cf you to come," she
"Kenton!" she whispered.
said.
"Oh, oh. oh!" groaned the intruder.
"It was lovely of ycu to have us,"
"Oh, Kenton," wailed Olive wildly.
Who Killed Cock Robin?
wnen really the cook should have
BY
Betty enthused.
"Have I blinded you? Why did you
The Santa Fe New Mexican deBY
JEROME
SPR
AGUE
relegated it to the swill pail. Raton
After lunch Jacqtielin entertained
Tribal Dance Will Take Place clares that it has won another point Range.
climb up here?"
them in her music room, where a harp
"The
the
are
by
Wentworths
of
elimination
cousins
of the little blue
9 A. M. Tomorrow
and a
were the slaves of her
Olive Perrlngton, lounging comfort- - mine, as you
ticket from the statehood election.
ought to know for your- - CCopjrriul. ivll. by Associated Lllerair Prei.) skilled piano
1
is Fishing.
hands.
m
Padgett
an
In
aDiy
chair
easy
WinKenton
the
San
self,"
Just so we know who did the elimiDudley replied, his
E. W. Stephens of Columbus, Mis throps' cosy
Jacquelln usod to look out of her
"How beautifully you play." the
guest
chamber, turned speech punctuated with dismal groans. window
nating. Albuquerque Herald.
ai the house next door and girls exclaimed. "How Hob would love
souri, who for many years was the the pages of ber book mechanically
l often run out here and spend a
I
editor of the Columbus Herald, is a Her mind was too intent
envy the four girls who seemed to to hear you; he loves music."
cera
with
I
IN AfTERNOOH
upon
GREAT 1WICES
them.
night
never
of
thought
have suoh good ilmoa.
Kilkenny Cats.
candidate for governor on the Demo- - tain intensely important
"Is Bob your brother?" Jacquelln'
the
Owens'
In
I
episode
entertainment until got
We are more than pleased to see cartic ticket, and Arthur
"And they hav the nicest brother," asked, timidly.
Capper, of her own life story to care whether the here. I came to see you this
time, she would say to the motherly womthe unanimity with which the New Topeka, Kansas, for years the
fictitious woes of Elizabeth or T?fin. but I
"Yes," they chorused.
;
publish
supposed you had gone with an who was half maid and bait
Many 'Santa Feans Will Go to Mexico press is fighting for state er of the Topeka Capital, and numer aid culminated happily or not, and
"Perhaps," Jacquelln suggested timthem. I had no latch key, and arousshe
hood.
A disinterested spectator can ous other publications is announced Anally let the novel fall
Pueblo By Horseback Car
idly, "he would come over with you
unheeded to ing Nora was out of the question. As housekeeper.
"I think he is pretty selfish," Mary some
readily see what every paper wants as a candidate for governor of Kan- her lap.
I
evening."
have
Motor.
room
this
usually
I
riageOr
would answer grimly;
for the sake of the disinterested sas on the Republican ticket.
A fire blazed cheerily on the hearth. thought I wouldoccupied
"they're al"Perhaps," said Betty doubtfully.
get in this way. I ways fussing over him."
one's eyesight and peace of mind
When at last It was time for them
Thus two sister states have as their and the
lamp on the ta- have done so before."
we would suggest that he does not
(By J. W. R.)
"Oh, but be is always
bringtng to go, Jacquelln bnejged them to come
candidate for their highest ble at her side diffused a soft radi
leading
can
"Oh,
never
you
forgive
me,"
Tomorrow, Saturday, is the big day attempt to read these all at once offices, a successsful
them
lie cornea home with again. "Come and bring your brother
newspaper pub- ance over all, but so far as Olive was gasped Olive in an agonized tone. "I little things.
for the Indians of San Juan pueblo or venture a reconciliation.
parcels, and they run out to some evening, and ww r, have music."
By the lisher. Both of these men have made concerned the room might have been mistook you for a burglar."
meet
and they have been preparing for the way, wonder what a composite pic a
is up
In Egyptian darkness
Tbey repeated the invftattoa to Bob
financial success of steeped
"I'll forgive you on one condition-t- hat in thehim, and when Ithe shade
conspicuous
or
feast for almost eight months. Since ture would look like?
can see them that night.
living room
An artist's their business.
draped with the habiliments of woe.
Both
are
men
of
a
deciyou
reconsider
certain
have
them."
been
open
September they
practicing brush alone could produce one, any
"She's very sweet." Hetty said.
and both stand high with It would have been more nearly in sion," he said. "I guess you know what
for this dance which is called the effort at a photograph would surely character,
"It seems to me you must be watch"But she's rich," was Hob's ultima
his newspaper friends and with ths keeping with her present mood.
I mean."
"Tribal Dance," and which, no doubt. bust the camera. Raton Range.
ing them pretty closely," Mary said. turn, "and I'm poor. It is all
"Oh, why was I so foolish as to
members of his party, the one a
Olive's eyes flashed.
right for
will prove very interesting to those
"Well, what else have I to do," you girls, but she doesn't want me
Democrat in a normally Democratic fuse Kenton Dudley?" Olive groaned,
"Oh, Kenton," she faltered, her Jacquelln demanded,
who witness it.
"in
this
big hanging around."
Search Us.
state, while the other is a Republican as she gazed unseelngly into the fire. voice growing fainter. "I've been sorA representative of the New Mexihouse, with my throat bad all the
So they made his excuses, and after
"Of course I never sunnosed h car
Now what do you make out of In a radically Republican state.
about that ever since. I'll I'll be
ry
and
to
see
to
come
me?"
can had a talk with one of the old that? Is
time,
nobody
so little as to take the first 'no.' Be
that the girls went back and forth
Fall a Jekyll and
for
Missouri
Judge
eyes
and
do
well
Kansas
you."
would
"It is a pity your uncle ever moved bringtng into
chiefs of San Juan who has been in
Has he been carved in the to nominateand elect these men on sides, 1 had no idea I cared until it
Jacquelln's life much
Hyde?
Kenton's hands came down from be
here," said Mary. "It you had stayed that was Joyous and helpful; and one
was too late. And now
many battles and has been the gov middle and able to talk from both
fore
life
In
his
is
face
merits.
my
a
Both
their
and
would
to.
he
do credit
trice,
caught in the house where you'd always lived night they invited her over to tne literhor of that pueblo for many years halves of his mouth at once while
People say one eets
Olive in a close embrace.
and honor the governor's chair, and spoiled.
you'd have had friends enough."
He was down to Santa Fe to get his occupying both sides of the fence? could
tle brown house.
such
I
but
know
I
never
things
"Be
shall."
the delight of my eyes instead,"
be depended upon to run the
Jacquelln's lips quivered. "I was
children who were attending the U. He did and he
"I've always wanted ta come," she
Olive
was
very young, besides an in- he cried with a laugh of triumph, and
but what he affairs of state, as they have their
didn't,
to
come
away," she told the old said as she sat in front of the big
glad
S. Indian school here and left yester- the staff
veterate novel reader.
a
said he did business on a clean,
not
trace
of
correspondent
shame
at
in
high
moral,
woman. "Everything in the old home stove In the living room and
deception
A creeklnr
day morning for his home.
did.
noise broneht th
helped
Just another example of can- business basis. After all, the chief
his voice.
seemed to speak of mother, and now them pop corn and pull
"Are you going to have a big time ned Journalism, uncorked
taffy. "Tou
Olive tried to draw away from him. that I haven't
and spread executive of any state needs business dreamer out of her gloomy reverie
rather
I'd
more
her
any
seemed to have such good times, and
with a start.
Saturday? he was asked.
wide-eveas a feast, and left upon the table, qualifications, Just as these
"Kenton Dudley you were Just mak- be away from the familiar surround- I
possesa and listened She sat ud
was so lonely."
"Yes, haveum beeg time," he answer
intently for a repetition ing all that fuss," she accused lndlg-From a corner of the room 800
ings."
01 tne ominous sound.
ed, "beeg dance, beeg race, beeg
Then
as
Kenton's
nantly.
grew
Then she broke down and cried. watched her. He had left almost reGonsalez, Ramonolta L.
all makum people laugh.
clown;
"It's only the wind rising," she firmer she decided that clasp all
IRRIGATION IN NEW MEXICO.
after
it and Mary comforted her. "What you sentful at the intrusion of
Gonzalez, Clotilde.
Every three year we have beeg feast."
thlsi
laughed shakily. "It always seems as wasn't worth while to become
(Continued From Page One.)
angry. need Is company," was the old wom- wealthy woman Into their poverty-strickGallegos, Elilla
When asked why they only had the
If a frame house was
all to She was too happy.
going
comment.
here
"You
an's
sit
Just
Frank
Kyselka,
circle. Yet now his heart
big feast every third year, he said:
pieces if there is the least gust of
doubtedly true that the newer works r
.Never mma, dear, Kenton con and mope and
mope, and it H bad for was melted In him as he saw her wist-- ;
Heart, Miss
"Indian have no much money like are mure
wind. If every little noise is
nowever.
soled
her.
going
"It's
woman's
luck.
expensive,
only
' ,
you to do so."
Himmons, B. B.
ful face and appealing manner.
to scare me so, I shall wish I hadn't She never can
white man. He been poor so he The average annual cost
hit anything. But you
per acre! Hardy, Mrs. G. L. (2)
"Do you know what I'd like to do?"
he began to talk to her,,
haveum beeg feast every three year. of
Dick
Gradually
and
urged
to
Lucia
ir-- !
fulfill
their
and
of
maintenance
operation
captured your man, anyhow
Jacquelln said. "I'd like to give a and then It seemed as there was not
Montolla, Tomacita
"When San Juan Indian have fea'st he
evening's engagement at the Owens',
rlgation systems was $1.35 in 1909 and i
Just then the chugging of a motor party and invite those girls next door one
Medina, Manuel
else In the room. He monopolized,
even if my cold did keep me at home." car was
giveum beeg one. Apache come down. 82 cents in 1899.
heard outside.
and the boy, too."
Maestas Jose
her until Betty grew Jealous.
Olive had a little excuse for her unNavajoe come down, TJte come down, Distribution
"The
folks
have
he
add
In
of
returned,"
Acreage Irrigated
Mary looked at her severely. "That
McGregor, M.
"Gracious," she said that Bight
easiness for there had been several ed,
every one come down." He added with
releasing her. "I'd better get out might do It you were eight years old after their
Mahona, Mary
a smile, "Beeg time! Apache come 1909, by Type of Enterprise and
in the neighborhood.
guest had left "I thought
burglaries
of
I
this
the
way got In, double quick, instead of eighteen, but young ladles you didn't like
Source of Water Supply.
Mason, R. H.
down an' he get drunk always an'
her. Bob!"
Except for Nora, the maid, she was and go and welcome them."
The
hasi
1909
in
don't
and
Invite
acreage
give
Irrigated
people
parties
"I think she is lovely," said Bob
Narvaes, Lora
makum trouble for good Indian, then
alone in the house, and Nora's preshis
When
head
was
alone
been
visible
classified
to
terrinever
the
met"
according
they've
with a queer catch In his voice.
Ortiz, Lucy C.
ence would be of little use in an above
white man say: 'San Juan Indian bad
the window sill, he paused and
torial and Federal laws under which
"I don't care," Jacquelln
said.
Bob had fallen in love with her
Rodrigues, Narciso
for her room was in the remarked in a low
peoples, always fight."
emergency,
a
on
his
voice, grin
"Those girls next door are as poor hopelessly, but violently.
Rodrigues, C.
The dance will be a most interest- the works were built or opened as
third story, she was probably asleep face: "I
suppose you thought that as they can be, and except for their
follows:
United States Reclamation
And Jacquelln? No one knew what
Romero, Frank E.
long ago, and when once asleep lit- stuff was red
ing one and it is one of the most Service
pepper." Then he dis brother, they never have any fun. went on In her little wise head. But
(act of Congress, June 17,
Rosknell, Mrs.
tle short of an earthquake could
difficult to perform. It begins Imappeared hastily.
1902) 13,398 acres, or 2.9 per cent of
They work all day."
one day, after a month in which Bob-haWilliams, N.S.
arouse her.
mediately after mass is said in the the total
With a look of consternation, Olive
in
1909;
"Well, you might ask one of them
acreage
irrigated
Ia
for
these
letters
lasts
and
calling
nine
Olive
dogged her footsteps and watched
at
usually
wondered if Dick Wentworth examined the contents of the bon-boplease
morning
over to sit with you," Mary capitu- her with hopeless
States Indian Service (various state whether "advertised" er net.
owned a pistol, but she could not have dish
eyes, she said to
until the noon hour when the dancers United
carefully. She had mistaken lated. "I don't suppose
it would him abruptly:
E. C. Burke, Postmaster.
rest up for the races which take place acts of Congress) 600 acres, or 0.1
brought herself to touch any fire-arharmless,
cinnamon
red
for
I
ground
know
what
don't
hurt,
cent;
per
though
your
enterprises
"You know I'm not rich."
had she known where to find one.
in the afternoon about two.
pepper aged, stale, tasteless cinna- uncle would say about it"
unaer territorial law reguiat-- )
He had been listening to her playNOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
She would have considered a burglar
The men are decorated with the icnieny
at
that!
mon,
"I
don't
care
what he would say," ing, and as he leaned on the piano he
me lummnmij uiixues; os,sa acres,
sealed proposa's will be received less dangerous.
skins of the fox, the coyote and the or 61.6
Jacquelln declared. "I'm young, and looked at her through the rose-reper cent; enterprises supply- by the County Commissioners of San-in"Of course there Isn't any danger,"
skunk and usually a large necklace
MADE CRIPPLES
water for hire, 15,690 acfes, or ta Fe County. New
OF CHICKS I can't be shut up like a prisoner in light of the candles.
Mexico, up to she thought. "Still I should feel saf
made of elk's teeth adorn their neck. 3.4
a castle."
per cent; and individual and part-- tweVB viri, nnnn
"What?" he stammered.
RatnrAav tu
er If I had some sort of a weapon."
This is a very rare and it Is exhibited nership
"Of course not" was Mary's sooth146,527 acres, or lst
Mill Explosion
Wisconsin
Powder
Her fingers played a rippling acenterprises,
furni'hin8
of
a
day,
Suddenly
fop
brilliant idea came to
July
with much pride by its owner. In the
"You
Just write a little companiment "I'm not rich." she reing reply.
Left Its Effect on Eggs That
uiic cmuiium aii mat-H- al
aKA -- nnnfminHnaOlive. At least It seemed brilliant to
afternoon the footraces take ' place operating under the Carey
note, and I'll take it over to one of peated.
Act (act
Were Hatching.
and there is a good deal of excitement of Congress, August 18, 1894) and one bridges in said county, located as fol her.. Somewhere she remembered
those girls."
The four girls were not there. Boh
lows
of
read
having
side
red
as
the
will
side
to
pepper
which
as
win;
having
But Jacquelln was not easily sway- had stolen away from them to have
district (territorial district
Wis. Kenosha will have
Kenosha,
irrigation
been
a
One
as
used
over
of
white
of
the
the
defense.
or
Santa Fe river
Bridge
weapon
that
of the red flag
"I'm going to one evening alone with the
the greatest crop of twisted and de- ed from her plans.
law), but neither irrigated any land on Canon Road within
lady of
Naturally she had no red pepper, formed
the limits of
one. For one wno unaersiauua me in 1909.
have all of them over," she said, "to his heart He had told himself
The table shows that 93.5 the
ever
chickens
raised
any
it
but
she
decided that no well regulatCity of Santa Fe.
way they run, it is very interesting per cent of the land irrigated is servlunch
tomorrow."
this year, and it is all due to
must be his last evening. He, a poor
One bridge over the Gallsteo river ed family would be apt to be without whererecent
and novel, but for the newcomer it is ed by works controlled by the water-userIt was hopeless for Mary to argue, man, had no right to linger near her.,
the
explosion at the powder
the pungent spice.
near the town of Gallsteo,
difficult as it is hard to keep track of
.
mills at Pleasant Prairie.
Chickens so the note went forth and created a
And now she had made this ascourse
is
Gathering
race
One
The
together firmly the little hatched in the incubators of the coun- great sensation in the little brown
the runners.
Bridge over the Gallsteo river
Streams
395,968 acres, or
statement
supply
tounding
she
one
courage
possessed, Olive started
usually about 250 yards long and
86.2
cent of the total acreage; near the town of Los Cerrillos,
"I know," she went on, "that you
on a pilgrimage through the dark and ty since the explosion are found to be house next door.
will see runners on it all the time. lakes per
All
the
material
and
shall
"Will
work
be silent
you listen to this?" said have thought me a rich woman. But
cent,
supply 862 acres, or 0.2
house in the direction of the singularly deformed. More than 98
The older men serve more or less as wells supply 54,849 acres, or per
11.9 per furnished and done in accordance
per cent, of the chickens are suffering Ruth, the eldest girl, who had the money is all my uncle's and he
kitchen.
The
back
occasional
crowds
the
and
of
keep
policemen
cent; springs supply 6,163 acres, or with the plans and specifications now an electric button not only pressing her from twisted legs, broken wings and opened it She read aloud the fol cannot leave it to me, for it comes
off the track. It is quite an amusing 1.3
similar ailments, and while many of lowing:
from another side of the family. I
per cent; and reservoirs supply on file in the office of the County way but added to her stocklighted
as
of courI have so often watched you from am here
Lierk at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
sight to see one of the older men,
are still living it is thought the
them
1,272 acres, or 0.3 per cent
simply to be taken care of
age.
the runners are coming down the
wnere
window.
I tan very lonely and while he lives, and he is an old man;
my
loss will be unusually large.
The first figures being for 1909, the
they may he seen and examin
After much search, she succeeded
track neck in neck, get so excited second for 1899, and the third showing ed and copies procured.
A poultry farm, where an incubator not very well, and I wish you could when he dies I shall be alone."
in locating the spices in an elaborate
himself that he will start running a
held 188 eggs, 186 of the number come to lunch with me tomorrow.
cent of increase or decrease:
"And you have told me this," Bob
bid must be accompanied by kitchen cabinet It seemed
Each
per
oversomewhat
litle ahead of them until they
and of the chickens only two Can't you? Please say 'yes' and make said in a trembling voice. "Why have
of farms in state, 35,032; a certified checK in the sum of 10
hatched,
Number
audacious
for
a
to
one
per
guest be rummaging were
take him and then he slashes the
The deformed chickens the girl next door very happy."
12,311; 184.6.
you told me this?"
cent oi tne amount of bid.
Said in the lower regions
without the are a perfect.
of his choice with a long switch
There, I told you she wasn't
of state check to be drawn upon some solvent knowledge of ber
area
grotesque
land
Her fingers dropped from the keys,
sight.
Approximate
hostess but the cirwhich he always carries with him; all (acres), 78,401.920.
proud."
and she looked up at him. "You know
Dank doing business In Santa Fe cumstances seemed to furnish an exof
at
the
top
Do you think we ought to go?" why," she said.
hjs
the time yelling
Big Game Precesrve In Oregon.
Improved land in farms), (acres) county, New Mexico.
cuse.
voice:
Wild birds will have a refuge about Ruth asked anxiously.
The next morning Bob made a won
1,464,000; 327,000; 347.7.
With
of
a
relief Olive grasped the state
Parties desiring so to do may also
sigh
"Of course," said Betty promptly.
(Hurry, hurry, you devil).
A preserve includcapital.
derful announcement to his sisters.
Total value of farm land, $98,496,- suomit pians end prices of their own, a small but well filled paper bag and ing about 10,000 acres will be Bet aside
The clowns, or "delight makers" 000; $17,324,000; 468.6.
But Grace and Eveline were not I am going to marry
Jacquelln," he
back to her chamber much fast- wherein
are also one of the novel sights one Average value per acre of farm
"l wuinussioners re- - sped
hunting will not be allowed. sure. "It would be lovely," they said. said.
'"T,
er
than
come.
she
had
on
are
They
"But what would brother think."
became effective May 20.
may see on Saturday.
7 ?na.a11
!-They stared at him.
land, $8.77; $3.38; 159.5.
"I shall have to spread it out so I This
ma
the "so" all day long and greatly
Lands surrounding the state institu
"Brother," Betty groaned. "Oh. Bob
oia made that can
"But
she is rich," Betty exclaimed.
of farms irrigated, 11,399;
Number
a
easily get handful if the need tions are included In the preserve by Is such a stickler for proprieties."
their Judgment is for the best in
amuse the children as well as the 7,884, 44.6.
"How did you dare ask her, Bob?"
t
decided
she
a
with
arises,"
antics.
light
their
Bob
is
a
with
laugh.
oi
F
terest
funny
"but
santa
Governor West.
grown ups
dear," Betty agreed;
County, New MexBob evaded the question.
He was
Acreage irrigated, 459,114; 203,893;
After emptying the reddish powder
i
ico,
A law passed by the last legislature he'd like to keep us in cotton wool. not sure that he had asked
They are similar to the common cir 125.2.
her. It
an empty bon-bo-n
into
she
to
dish,
mimic
cus clown; always trying
I. SPARKS,
provides that the state game warden He is so afraid we might make un- had all come upon him so
Area enterprises were capable of
suddenly,
the dish conveniently, on the may
enter into contracts with land pleasant intimacies that he keeps us but he knew he was
everyone he sees, only in dress he is supplying in 1910, 646,784.
Chairman of the Board. placed
supremely happy.
table and sank into the chair
owners to have their farms Included. shut up like a lot of children, and I
very different. He decorates himself Area included in projects, 1,104,676. GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
He told them something of what
this
both
time
By
the
and
gloomy
'
want
a
thoughts
time."
way
thereon
then
wildest
be
In the
possible
good
may
Hunting
Clerk of the Board.
she had said to him.
Per cent of number of farms irrigatand fears had been completely ban with a Jail sentence as well punished
"Why Betty," they exclaimed. "He
as a fine.
""only colors he uses are black and ed,
49.3.
"She isn't rich, and she's lonely,
64.1;
32.2;
ished
Olive
was
soon
and
lost
In
a
her
like
is a man and he doesn't understand and as soon
Portland Correspondence Seattle
white.
He stripes himself
cent
of total land area irrias she Is better and can
woman of today who has
The
Per
book.
good
that we want to get out and see someprisoner and paints big white rings gated, 0.6; 0.3; 100.0.
the things made that women seem
health, good temper, good sense,
Sometime later she was aroused br
of the world, and I'm going over get
around his eyes and mouth. In fact, Per cent of
thing
think they must have, she is going
improved land in farms bright eyes and a lovely complexion, the unmistakable sound of stealthy
to the big house for lunch tomorrow to
No Chance to 8plte Him.
he is one of the ugliest, as well as irrigated, 44.0; 62.4;
29.5.
to marry me, girls, and well live
the result of correct living and good footsteps up the front waft.
'
one
of
comical
or
whether
most
the
rest you go not"
sights
one of the
"Why do you put up with the man
ever after in tne "Little Brown
Number of independent enterprises digestion, wins the admiration of the
With unusual presence of mind
"Let us wait," they pleaded, "until happy
would wish to see and is a source of 2,780;
ager's boorishness?" asked the leading
House."
185.1.
world.
975;
If
Olive
down
turned
the
your
digestion is faulty
light Then man. "You could get another engage Bob comes home. We can send our
great amusement to the people.
Total length of ditches (miles),' Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver she sat listening with bated breath.
ment tomorrow if you were to leave ' answer at live o'clock."
Santa Feans to Go,
V
5,920.
Tablets will orrect it. For sale
The footsteps did not ascend the this
Dog's Bark Costs a Life.
"Well, of all things,", said Bob
by
company."
Many Santa Feans are going to take
of
main
ditches
(miles), all dealers.
Length'
but skirted around the
front
The
steps
attempt to throw a stone at
he
the
note.
"The
when
T
had
read
know it" replied the lady star.
advantage of the good roads between 4,609; 2,382; 93.5.
side of the house.
She has a barking dog probably cost the life
"but my understudy won't even catch eolossal condescension of
here and San Juan to see this dance Length of lateral ditches (miles),
With a great heart throb Olive real
lived next door to you for six months of an unidentified tramp at Hanover,
a bad cold."
,
The New Mexican rrintanc
and it is without doubt, unless it 1,311.
ized that some one was beneath has
While crossing the Western
and hasn't noticed you, and now she Fa.
enmost
has
a
pany
prepared civil and criminal window fumbling at the stout ladderrains, that they will have
Number of reservoirs, 523.
railroad at New Oxford the
Maryland
come
to
wants
she
when
beck
you
dockets
to
the
Detected.
especially for the use of jus- like trellis
joyable trip. It is far superior
Capacity of reservoirs, (acre-feet- )
leaning against the side
knight of the road, who had but one '
does your father do 'when ons. I guess not"
tices of the peace. They are especial"What
Tesuque dance and is considered, or 6e 450,313.
of the house. Then she heard some
Betty's face flamed. "I don't see leg and used crutches, stooped to pick
ly ruled, with printed headings, in one
you ask him questions?" asked one
of the best in New Mexico. Automj-bilNumber of flowing wells, 673.
cautiously climbing up.
apshe said. "It is our one chance up a stone, when a locomotive
why,"
small
either
as
or
well
boy.
parmade'
as
are
Spanish
going
of
English,
parties
Number of pumped wells, 468.
Olive struggled with
For
an
instant
proached, unnoticed, and struck him.
a
for
goodtime, Bob Carson,
"He
'I'm
are
record
says,
generally
now;
ties on horseback. So far there
good
paper, strongly and dur a
busy
Number of pumping plants, 487.
But Bob was obdurate. "I should His mangled body was removed to
deathly faintness that threatened to don't bother me,'" replied the other.
eight autos 'which are booked and Engine capacity of pumping plants aoiy Douna, wnn leather back and overpower
her. Then she pulled her
Then when I go out of the room be think you'd have some pride in the the county almshouse at Gettysburg.
covers ana canvas sides, hall full
there is a party of young people who (horsepower), 13,696.
matter, Betty," he said.
index in front and the fees of iuiticen self together, rose, clutched a handful looks in the encyclopedia." y
will also make the trip on horseback.
Acreage irrigated with pumped of
the spice, and tottered towards the
Life and religion are one, or neithBetty went away to weep by
the peace end constables printed of
The pueblo lies directly north of water, 7,501.
window.
is anything. Religion is no way
but
the
other
er
three
with
God
is
within
girls
accepted
thee.
So
in
thee,
on
full
the first page. The pages
Santa Fe and one may reach it by
Acreage irrigated from flowing are
of life, no show of life, no observance
There came a fumbling at the win- I say, Lucllus, that the priest sits the verdict meekly.
incnes. Tnese books arc
iv
following the Tesuque road to' the wells, 48,077.
dow.
The next morning Bob started of any sort It is neither the food
inside our souls. We carry him about,
north. There are no bad arroyos,
Total cost of irrigation systems, made up in civtf and criminal dockets,
nor the medicine of being. It is Ufa
Olive held her breath, hoping
and he leads us; there is no good man forth for the office in a glow of
separate of & pages each, or with
washouts or bridges and the trip may $9,019,908; $4,140,319; 117.9.
the window was without God. Seneca,
had returned to essential.
that
George sfacDonald.
Betty
hope
against
both
and
civil
in
criminal
a
I
motor.
made
bound
in one
be easily
Average cost per acre, $13.97; $6.40,
she well knew that
her attitude of adoration, and he felt
book, 80 pases civil and S20 pages fastened, thoughto be
She
Much.
8aw
118.3.
Tee
a little glow of triumph In his lnfiu
careless about
she was apt
Literal.
Death of
Miguel Mar , Average annual cost of operation criminal. To Introduce them they are
She (after marriage) You told me ence over his feminine
trifles.
brood. As he
"Pop, tell me some conundrums.'
at
a
at
the
oirerea
four
nrices
for
years
policeman
following
I
was
that
tinez,
and maintenance per acre, $1.35;
your first love, but I have passed the gate of the big house, be
"Conundrums?
Why, I don't know '
She did not stop to think that to found a whole
vivii or criminal
sj.7f
Albuquerque), died at .Douglas, Ari $0.82; 64.6.
trunkful of letters from looked up at the window and saw be any conundrums, my son.'
...
fastened
window
a
a
would
to
and
Combined
Civil
burglar
has
Martinez
gone
CrlirlbfJ
.. 4.00
zona. Mrs.
all sorts of girls, Just bursting with tween the curtains a little
"Oh, yes you do! I heard mother
white face
For 48 cents additional tor a single prove only a slight obstacle.
tenderness."
Douglas to attend the funeral of her
LETTER LIST.
banded with dark hair. It was a pa tell Aunt Mary the other day that you
was
futile.
The
Her
window
hope
He I I said you were the first I thetic little
husband who was a boiiermarKer oy List of letters remaining uncalled docket, or 55 cents additional for a
face, and ft haunted him keep her guessing most of the time."
combination docket, they will be sent sash began slowly to rise.
ever loved. I didn't say you were the all the
trade. An adopted daughter,. Mrs. E. for in the postofflce at .Santa Fe,
way to the office. Suddenly it Puck.
Olive waited until
herself,
Nerving
or
mail
survived.
by
Cash
also
one
who
express.
Baca
prepaid
ever loved me. See?
R.
la
only
for the week ending June 17, 1911.
came to him that he had been selfish.
the window had been pushed open
If not called for within two weeks full must accompany order, stats as
Perhaps she wasn't as purseproud
then
she
franticalas
far
possible;
Going 8low.
TERRIBLE PICTURE
they will be sent to the dead letter plainly whether English or Spanish ly flung the contents of her hand into
and
A bpiendld Part.
haughty as his imagination had
"Some new potatoes today?" inquiris wanted.
OF SUFFERING. office at
Heading
printed
"What sort of a part has your daugh- painted ber. He took up the tele ed the grocer.
Washington.
the shadowy man's face In the openClinton, Ky. Mrs. M. C. McElroy
ter in the new play?"
Archuleta, Donanciana
phone and called up his sisters.
"I don't know," replied the young
ing.
"For
writes:
In a letter from Clinton,
Annis. Roy
"Look here," he asked, "do you sup- wife.
"Splendid. She doesn't have much
came a choaking gasp, and
There
"The old kind have been very
fefrom
sufferer
a
six years, I was
Almeida, Mrs. E. C. (2)
too
to
that
It's
late
for
to
ac
pose
hut
wears
six
say,
she
different
sure
you
that she had hit
Olive, reeling
satisfactory. How do these new pomale troubles. I could not, eat, and
that
lunch
cept
invitation?
parela, Bartolo
I've had
the mark, fled, trembling to the op- gowns."
reason to change my mind about our tatoes differ from the old standard
could not stand on my feet, without
Baer, Wm. (2)
posite side of the room.
brands?"
y
Three
; v
neighbor"
suffering great pain.
,
Instead of crashing headlong front
A Difference.
best doctors in the state safu
Betty, on the other end of the wire,
the trellis in a paroxysm of agony as
Tunny, isn't It, that the same thing
A Quaes.
in a critical condition, and going dowu
Olive fully expected,
the Intruder can be an honor In a monarchy and a responded Joyfully "Maybe If we
D:.rau. Imiri
"The young man's name is Lamb." .
called
MIL
her
we
fix
could
I lost hope. After using Car Oeiora, Mrs. Elolss. w.
up
made a reckless leap Into the room.
things."
disgrace In a republic r'
"I could have guessed it from hid
80 artfully, did Betty make her
dul a week, I began to Improve. Now Danes, John
Though dased with fright Olive
"What Is such a thing?"
? I
apologies for the refusal of the night manners."
'eel better than in six years." Fifty Dawes, R. A.
managed to turn on the light Then
"A court presentment"
"Why so?"
before that Jacquelln forgave her at
she stood at bay. wild-eye-d
years of success, in actual practice, Dettinger, Earnest
and Dent
"Because they're so sheepish."
once. "Please come over now," she
.;:::.:
is positive proof that Cardui can al;nX
ing.
Eastman, Mrs. Mary
v
elf Deception.
begfsd. "Of course I want you."
But the stranger only uttered a
ways be relied on, for relieving fe- - Fresques, Armelinda
"Ruffles, what Is the breed of that
'
Arrayed la their best the four sismalt weakness and disease. Why Flannagan, 8am deep groan, and sank Into a chair..
Joy.
old hear
ters sallied forth to be struck with
His Wife (3 a, m.) John. John.
not test it for yourself? Sold by all Fitch. Dennis
covering bla face with his hands, and squawking
a
'Just
sort
of
She
thinks
we
hybrid.
at the magnificence of the big there Is gss escaping downstairs I swaying back and forth, Apparently she's a
druggists.
Folsom, llanuel
setter, nut I'm going to cure aouse. There were American Beauties
an extremity of anguish.
ta
John (sleepily) Great' Wont the
her of that Idea."
oa the table ea4 imomUil. lasuQ gas company be tare when
,, '
;
,
they flad
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no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no.
GROCERY and BAKERY

COFFEES
First Class

Phone No. 4.

UNEXCELLED

F. Andrews

Santa Fe, N. M., June 23.
Dies Guadalupe, the two
Baby
For New Mexico Generally X
fair tonight and Saturday; not X months' old daughter of Air. and Mrs.
stomach
much change in temperature.
X Vicente Montoya died of
trouble this morning.
The funeral
XXXXXXXXXXXXXSXSk took place at 2 o'clock this afternoon
Trunk Straps, and Suit Case Straps from Guadalupe church and interment
to be found at Uoebels.
. was inr Guadalupe cemetery. The
undertaking establishHelping Him Out is a
was in charge of the arrangement
at
it's
the
Elks'.
comedy,
Wanted A good cook wants posi- - ments.'
Alumni Meeting At the meeting of
. tton. No pastry. Phone 135. Mr.
1
the Alumni Association of St. MiDeason.
i
Ice Cream "on Sunday at Capital chael's College held yesterday the
were
elected:
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on following officers
Frank A. Hubbell. pre3iuent; Ramon
hand. Phone Black 18S.
Found a Meal Ticket, owner can L- - Baca, vice president; George W. Arcommithave same by identifying it and mijo, secretary. Executive
tee: Brother Edward, O. A. Larrazolo,
paying for this advertisement.
Beautiful Auto Veiling Samples at B. M. Read, Frank Delgado and Jose
L. Sena. The association will meet
Goebels, order today.
day of
Years of Experience- - at your com- annually on commencement
mand. The stock of jewelry, watches the college and will draft
and clocks of H. C. Yontz are select- ttc. in the near future.
ed with extreme care and is a credit
Committee
Rump
Meeting The
to the city. Look it over.
Democratic rump met at Albuquerque
Though Your Sins Be as Scarlet is yesterday with the following present:
a vitagraph and a great bible play. Chairman W. C. McDonald of Carrizo-zo- ;
It's at the Elks' tonight.
Secretary Summers Burkhart, H.
New Mexican Honored
J. B. Ford B.
and O. N. Marron of AlFerguson
of Clovis, Curry couny, has been electL. K. McGaffey of
buquerque;
ed president of the Train Dispatchers'
W. B. Walton of Silver City;
Association at its convention at Balti- E. D. Tittman
of Hillsboro and A. C.
more.
Torres of Socorro, just eight. One of
Be Prepared when you go camping. th
mnttrH Hi
s
The
Hardware Company chase of the
Mor
Albuquerque
11fop"i Journal, but the subject was held In
?'
"f.
.yVUt
The
erly.
largest stock of sporting abeyance as the
eight, could not see
goods ever carried in the city. See where the
money would come from.
their change of advertisement.
Not Found Wanting This can truly
Don't Fail to See "Though5 Your
Sins be as Scarlet," one of the great- be said of Denver bread. The Winter
est pictures ever made. It's at the Grocery Company's daily receipts are
Elks'.
growing by leaps and bounds. Have
For Warm Weather, nothing more you tried it?
Comfortable than Oxford shoes and
Funeral Held Yesterday The fun- in order that
may haveieral of Fred Swohr who was Willed
everybody
them at right prices the Adolf Selig-- ! at Raton was held yesterday from the
man Dry Goods Company has a spe- - mortuary chapel of Mulligan and Rls- ! cial sale on them tomorrow.
See the ing, undertakers. The services were
conducted by the Rv. B. F. Summers
j advertisement.
Wanted
and interment was in Odd Fellows'
By the
irumijiuic vuiuiianj eierjuuuj inai cemetery.
jne pall bearers were
is interested in most beautiful furni-;- j Major Fred Muller,
H. S. Kaune,
ture to call and see the stock. Circas-- ; Henry Alarid, John Hull, Andy Stew-sian Walnut, the real new style leads art and Fred Hogle.
in the display.
They want to show
jyou even though you do not buy.
PRESIDENT ARRIVES
nancner much oy Ligmning oeie-- I
AT FALL RIVER
don Medina, aged 65 years, was
killstruck by lightning and instantly
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Newport, R. I., June 23. The presi- jed on the top of Corello mesa, near
ine iigntmng aential yacht Mayflower, bearing
.uiau, ivtin-a- county,
iuie me suoes irom me aeau man s president Taft and his partv from
body. He is survived by a large fam-- New York to Fall River passed New-lly- mport at 1
today about one hour
Frank Andrews, the grocer returned and a na,f behind schedule time.
from Denver, where he purchased a ' Tne Mayflower was expected
to
reach Fall River about 2 p. m.
complete outfit for an
meat market, to be run in connection
Card of Thanks.
with his grocery and bakerv. Mr. An-- 1
ii rPU'Q AYiaOrt a tn hn
Vx..; ' We, the undersigned tend our heart- koqv
telt thanks to the members of the
ness about Julv sth anri.-wii- i
Mr
e Bridge Construction
Com-full line of fresh and salt meats fish banra
and otners wh extended sym- j
poultry, in fact everything usually pany
our great sorrow.
found in a first class market '
1,uu'
'
MRS M- - 8WOPE,
,
r l
Dead
MRS. LENORA SWOPE,
of this city has re- MRS. FIRGIL SPARKS,
ceived a telegram from his wife stat- E. B. SWOPE.
g

Money Back if Not Satisfactory 35 Cts. Per Pound
HALL and WHITE HOUSE ALWAYS RIGHT
BARRINGTON
CLP QUALITY

UP.)

Akers-Wagne-

'

Guaranteed

MRS. RORER'S

that her mother, Mrs. Fred
liioeker died last night at Kankakee,
was at her
Illinois, Mrs. Goutchy
mother's bedside and will probably
remain in Kankakee for several days
before returning here.
ing

DAILY BOUND

Phone No.4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

Amethysts, Opals,

Ros-wel-

'n"
Wood-Davi-

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
IN

MEN are the
BUSINESS Men"
of
.They keep their engagements on the minute and measure their time by a

GOLD AND SILVER
FILIGREE

to-da- y.

vWALTHAM

watch

The ,Waltham is the most deThat is
pendable of
why we make it cur leader and
time-piece-

s.

S.

why

"Its
,

Time You Owned a Walthvn."

We have a wide assortment of W;!-thaWatches at a wide pries
range in thin models: plain ami
fancy cases. See us about a Wal-tha-

j

j

SPITZ,

Akers-Wagne-

J

The Jeweler

!

r;

j

;

WOOD-DAV-

IS

Hardware

i iSI

j

Company

1

Distributors

1

.
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i

New Model
a

i

THE
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BEST

AWNING

EVER PUT UP
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THE BIG

1911.

him in the most vile terms.
W. SPRINGER
of rain made corn strong. September
ON WITNESS STAND.
After testifying to his sincere opened
to 1 cent higher at 59 8
friendship for the Springers and to t0 60 x.4 but receded to 59
Giddy Denver Society Leader Dragged threats by Von Phul to send to
Mr.j
Into the Mire of Bar Room
September
Springer letters written by Mrs.! Oats were irregular.
Murder Trial.
Springer to Von Phul, the witness
3;8l-- 2 up to a shade off at
serted that Mrs. Springer "worshipped i 43
to 44, touched 44 8 and later
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) her husband."
"
j
to 43
dr0ppei
Denver, Colo., June 23. Mrs. John
At. tuts penoa tne witness broke:
Provisions fluctuated with grain.
V. Springer took the stand shortly down and cried
bitterly. Judge Whitbefore noon today in the trial of ford then ordered a recess.
lower to 15
First sales were 7
H
Henwood
Frank
cents up, with September delivery
charged with the
murder of George E. Copeland and COOLER
to 8.40 for lard
' 15.75 for pork; 8.37
WEATHER
S. Louis Von Phul in the Brown Palfor ribs.
and 8.40 to 8.42
WEAKENS
WHEAT
MARKET.
ace hotel bar room a month ago.
Wall Street.
The only other witness this morning
New York, June 23. Stocks recovIn Northwest
Showers
Scattered
had been George M. Russell, the bar
Cause Farmers to Lower Their
ered a large share of yesterday during
keeper, who had been recalled, and
Demands for Grain.
the morning session. Trading howwho testified that Von Phul was fac
was listless and small in volever,
ing Henwood when the latter fired l By Special Teasea Wire to New
ume.
Union Pacific which advanced
Mexican)
at him.
was the feature of the market,
Chicago, June 23. Cooler weather 1
The prosecution completed its evi
dence in unexpectedly short time yes and scattered showers In the north'iDut the steady bidding up of thisani-daweakened the wheat market to su failed to impart and show of
terday afternoon, but the defense is
a determined effort was niation elsewhere in the list. The
although
to
consume a good part of
expected
National City Bank extended its rise
the time today in the examination of made by the bulls to brace up prices.
a
13 polnts on the day
Mrs. Springer, in an effort to prove
Harvesting reports were favorable 't0 460'60 galn of
;and
points since the beginning of
that it was in shielding Mrs. Spring- i tho. main onH fo,m
er from Von Phul's unwelcome at at relatively lower figures.
SeptemSouthern, Northern Pacific, Tex- to 90
tentions, that Henwood incurred Von ber started at 90
ran up City
and American Woolen
, as
Company
Phul's enmity, thus leading up to to
and then fell to 90 8
the fight which resulted in the shootHot weather and almost total lack BondsrWere steady.
ing.
in
Room.
Bar
the
Events
23. Mrs.
Denver, k Colo., June
Springer was on the stand but a few
minutes when she was excused in order that the defendant, Henwood,
HARDY PLANTS AND FLOWERS.
SWEET PEAS.
might first testify. Henwood then
I have the finest Sweet Peas ever seen
proceeded to tell of the events in the
in Santa Fe, and can
bar room at the Brown Palace hotel fill orders, large or small, in
many choice varieties in separate
preceding the shooting.
colors or mixed colors as desired.
Room
Brawl.
Bar
DAHLIAS AND IJTHER FLOWERS IN SEASON.
"I was in the bar room," said the.
MAIL ORDERS GIVKN PROMPT ATTENTION
CASH WITH ORDER.
witness, when Von Phul came in with
Phone, Black 204.
415 Palace Ave.
some friends and stood at the bar.
Later, he changed is position and got
close to me. I stepped up to him
and said: "Won't you reconsider what
you said yesterday?"
"I am going upstairs," replied Von
Phul, "and haul that grayheaded
out of bed and show who is master
MAKER I
here; but I'll get you first."
With that, according to the witness,
mixes andy
Von Phul knocked Henwood down.
kneads Bread
The latter thought Von Phul 1 was
reaching for a revolver, he testified,
thoroughly
and drew his own and began firing.
'
in
in
L
Three. Minutes.
to
the question why he,
Replying
thought Von Phul carried a revolver,
I
Henwood proceeded to Delate
the
events occurring in the afternoon at
a down town department store.
He had an appointment, he said,
with Von Phul at 5:30 o'clock, in the
latter's room, but Von Phul was not

i
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JAMES McCONVERY,
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mm

there.
Instead he found Von Phul, Mrs.
Springer and the latter's mother In
the store.
Witness Cries Bitterly.
He accosted Mrs. Spjrtnger, saying:
"Isabelle, you are not doing as you
promised in this matter. You have
come down here to meet this man
whep you promised me faithfully you
would never see him again."
Then Von Phul approached, accord
ing to the witness, and denounced the
latter as an eavesdropper.
"I've got
a notion to spill you all over this
place," Von Phul said.
Finally the party returned to the
hotel, and on the way back, accord
ing to the witness, Von Phul abused

BREAD SHAKER

mixes anrj
kneads bread
thorbughly
hree Minutes.
The hands do
41 not touch the
dough.

etIj
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SANTA FE HARDWARE
& SUPPLYCO.;
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PAIRS LADIES' OXFORDS will be sold for a good Ideal less than
cost. This Closing Out Sale is Odds and Ends one or two pairs
of a kind. They are A No. 1 Goods, American Lady Make, made
by the
'h: :
largest shoe house in the world,
,

r

They
SHOE
It takes

a

mighty well

We

have a large line of American Lady Shoes
in the newest and best, styles for Spring and
Summer Wear. Come in and let us show
real shoe satisfaction is.
you-wha-

latest styles, smart and snappy in every, particular.

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS

made

Oxford to hold its shape and place
on the foot. It must fit all over
or it will slip and rub.
To make a perfect Oxford is" an art that the Largest
Makers of Shoes in the World have mastered in the
American Lady Shoe.
In every sense it is the best shoe for the money.

Ate made well,

$4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25

now

"

$2.75
2.60
2.50
2.25

$3.00
2.75
2.50
2.00

now

"
"
"

t

; $2.10
1.75
1.60
1.00

THIS will be the biggest snap that was ever offered in Santa Fe. These
shoes must be sold regardless of price. Do riot buy one pair, but 2 or
3 pairs, and put away for next summer at such ridiculous prices.

